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．Introduction―Outline of the Survey
In２００８, the first nationwide survey on the attitudes toward the lay
judge system and those toward criminal justice in general was con-
ducted by the research project,“How Is the Lay Judge System Being
Accepted by the Japanese, and How Should It Be Operated？”, sup-
ported By Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research（A）of the Japan Soci-
ety for the Promotion of Science. This paper will provide the basic
data analysis along with the research design, the survey method, and
the structure of the survey form used in the survey.（１）
This research has just been launched, and further data analyses
based on diverse assumptions using various methods will be issued in
series. Also, the second survey is scheduled in２０１０. Based on the both
surveys, we plan the before-and-after study, or an investigation of the
changes in the Japanese attitudes.
However, a definition of the data set, and an elemental and descrip-
tive denotation of the data are indispensable before the analyses. Fur-
thermore, since the lay judge system is one of the political and social
issues which attract a public interest, the publication of the basic data
analysis is significant not only from an academic perspective, but also
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from a law practice perspective.
１．Survey Plan and its Purpose
The lay judge system was enacted into law as a prime measure of
the recent judicial reform, and it is scheduled to be put into effect
from May ２１st of ２００９. However, this system is completely new for
most Japanese people and its content is not quite familiar to the peo-
ple yet. To give an example, in a nationwide survey in２００５（Central
Research Services, Inc. Report２００５: Chuo Chosa Sha Hou２００５）, those
who answered that the lay judge system is unnecessary were ４１％,
surpassing those who said it is necessary（３４％）. Drawing a compari-
son between this survey in２００５and the previous surveys in２００３and
２００４, a surprising fact is that as the system gained more recognition
by the people, the ratio of affirmative responses subsequently de-
creased. In addition, those who responded“I would like to serve as
lay judge”or“It is OK to serve as lay judge”declined year by year,
and in the２００５survey, this ratio dropped to only２２％. This would in-
dicate that the lay judge system was neither really understood nor ac-
cepted by the Japanese at the time of writing, despite the intention of
the judicial reform.
Our study has two significant purposes. One is to exhibit how the
lay judge system will be accepted by the people. Giving a detailed ac-
count, this research project planned to conduct questionnaire surveys
twice, before the system operation（implemented in ２００７）and after
its operation（scheduled in ２０１０）in order to investigate changes of
the attitudes（perceptions, emotional evaluations, and behavioral inten-
tions）toward the lay judge system as well as those toward criminal
justice in general. This article is a report on the data analysis of the
first survey.
The other significance is that this is the first questionnaire survey
in Japan which systematically exhibits the people’s attitudes toward
criminal justice. Therefore, the２００７survey alone has considerable sig-
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nificance.（２）
２．Research Design and Survey Method
 Sampling
The universe of the survey was Japanese adults（aged under ７０）
from across the nation（３）and the number of people sampled was１８００.
Using a stratified multistage random sampling method, we chose１２３
districts, and from each of the districts, we chose ９ to １５ adults by
picking every１１th person using a systematic sampling. The sampling
was carried out between November３０th of ２００７and January２２nd of
２００８. As for gender, age and residential area of the samples, refer to
Tables―１,２and３respectively.
Table―１ Gender
Designed Samples
Samples who completed the
questionnaire
N ％ N ％
Male ８４９ ４７．１７ ５１４ ４４．３１
Female ９５１ ５２．８３ ６４６ ５５．６９
Total １，８００ １００．００ １，１６０ １００．００
Table―２ Age
Designed Samples
Samples who completed
the questionnaire
N ％ N ％
２０’s ２６７ １４．８３ １３４ １１．５５
３０’s ３５８ １９．８９ ２０４ １７．５９
４０’s ３４７ １９．２８ ２３５ ２０．２６
５０’s ３８４ ２１．３３ ２７５ ２３．７１
６０’s and７０years old ４４４ ２４．６７ ３１２ ２６．９０
Total １，８００ １００．００ １，１６０ １００．００
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 Implementation
The survey was conducted using a self-administered questionnaire
style. More specifically, the interviewers visited the respondents and
asked them to fill out the questionnaire. The survey forms were
handed out to those respondents who agreed to cooperate and then
collected later（some were collected by post when requested）. A self-
administrated style was adopted since it is more appropriate than a
face-to-face interview style when many of the questions ask the re-
spondents to make a choice from five（occasionally seven）degrees of
psychological scales.
The implementation was from February ８th（Fri） of ２００８ to March
２nd（Sun.）. The number of respondents who completed the questionnaire
was１，１６０and the collection rate was６４．４％. The implementation of
the survey was commissioned to Central Research Services, Inc.
（Chuo Chosa Sha）. This collection rate can be highly regarded（４） con-
sidering the current social circumstances. In recent years, people are
more conscious about personal information or privacy protection than
before. Also recent crimes against strangers such as“It’s me fraud”,
and the frequent reports on the fraud by the mass media have made
people more cautious about a visitor going under the name of a“social
survey”. See Tables―１,２and３for age, gender, and residential area of
Table―３ Residential area
Designed Samples
Samples who completed
the questionnaire
N ％ N ％
１８major cities ４７７ ２６．５０ ２７９ ２４．０５
Other cities １，１４３ ６３．５０ ７６１ ６５．６０
Towns and villages １８０ １０．００ １２０ １０．３４
Total １，８００ １００．００ １，１６０ １００．００
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the samples who responded to the questionnaire.
 Structure of the survey form
The model used in this survey is a personal（subjective）model
based on the personal variables. Figure―１ shows its structure, which
depicts people’s attitudes toward the lay judge system. Environmental
factors are located outside these personal variables. The description of
each variable is as follows.
First, the legal behavior of whether or not people would serve as
lay judge is the final dependant variable.
Next, based on psychological theory of attitude, the attitudes to-
ward the lay judge system are construed to have three elements;
emotional, perceptionual, and behavioral. Among these three elements,
the emotional element of the attitudes toward the lay judge system
means how the people evaluate the system. In concrete terms, this
element consists of attitudes toward the lay judge system in general,
those toward the ability of lay judges, those toward the physical and
psychological restraint that the people experience while serving as lay
judge, and those toward the personal cost to serve as lay judge. The
perceptional element toward the lay judge system is composed of the
knowledge about the system and their own estimation about this
knowledge. The behavioral element is whether or not the people are
willing to participate in this system.
Stating the factors that will affect the attitudes toward the lay
judge system, firstly“legal experience”and“interest in law”are re-
ferred. Questions related to“legal experience”ask the respondents
whether they have got involved in or have sat in on judicial trials,
whether they have got embroiled in a crime, and whether they are ac-
quainted with legal experts.“Interest in law”is measured by the
question asking if the respondents regularly read novels, or watch
dramas or movies, which deal with criminal cases.
Secondly, basic factors for the attitudes toward the lay judge sys-
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tem are composed of“attitudes toward criminal justice”,“attitudes to-
ward the social system”and“attitudes toward social order”.“Atti-
tudes toward criminal justice”are comprised of attitudes toward
criminal justice in general, those toward criminal punishment, those
toward crimes, and those toward criminals.“Attitudes toward the so-
cial system”are assumed to consist of civic power（５）（Sakamoto,２００７:
１０―２１）, civic virtue（６）（Nihon Bunka Kaigi, １９８２; Sakamoto, ２００７: ７）,
the reliant attitudes toward authority（OKAMI ISHIKI）, and attitudes
toward participation in politics.“Attitudes toward social order”are
composed of whether the respondents have progressive attitudes or
conservative attitudes, whether they have prejudiced views based on
stereotypes, and the belief in a just world.
Lastly,“demographic factors”are presented at the bottom of the
figure. They include gender, age, educational background, job, annual
income, and residential area.
The variables outside the personal model are the influences from
the mass media and those from small groups. In this survey, we in-
quired only about the influences from the mass media. These vari-
ables are presumed to affect each level of the personal model.
In summary, the survey form consists of the questions as below.
 Questions regarding the lay judge system（including factorial de-
sign questions）.
 Attitudes toward criminal justice（opinions, evaluations, etc.）.
 Questions measuring general social attitudes which may be re-
lated to  and  .
 Questions regarding social experiences and daily experiences
which may be related to  and  .
 Demographic factors.
 Questions evaluating the lay judge system, in the vignette style
based on the factorial design（scenario experiment）.（７）
As stated above, our survey applied the factorial design, and there-
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fore there are eight different survey forms with different vignettes.
These forms are labeled from Version A to Version H in this article.（８）
．Frequency Distributions and Basic Statistics Values
The frequency distributions and the basic statistics values of each
question will be detailed in the following pages. The character strings
following Q in the text and the tables（e.g. Q５_５）are the variables
from the statistical software SPSS（e.g. Q５_５corresponds to Question
５（５）in the survey form）. These variables names are used to identify
the questionnaire items in this paper for convenience.
１．Contact with Mass Media
The questions from Q１to Q３asked about the contact level with the
mass media in order to measure how much the respondents are in
touch with the information of criminal justice. See Table―４for the fre-
quencies and the basic statistics values（the mean and the standard
deviation）.
２．Perception of Peace and Order
Q４is about the perception of peace and order. See Table―５ for the
frequencies and the basic statistics values. In addition, a separate
question was designed to ask whether or not the respondents have
been crime victims（Q７）. Refer to４. Legal Experience for Q７.
３．General Social Attitudes
The questions Q５_１through Q５_１３are concerning general social at-
titudes. Q５_１asked about the general confidence related to social capi-
tal（Yamagishi, １９９８; Sakamoto, ２００７: １９）. Q５_２ and Q５_１２ are the
questions about civic power and civic competence（Sakamoto, ２００７:
１９―２１）. Q５_３and Q５_４are concerning the attitudes toward civic vir-
tue, inquiring how people should contribute to the society（Nihon
Bunka Kaigi,１９８２:１６２; Sakamoto,２００７）. The two items of Q５_５and Q
５_１３are derived from the belief in a just world scale（For further in-
formation, see Matsumura et al.,２００７a:２０１;２００７b:９８）. Q５_７asked the
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Table―５ Perception of Peace and Order
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q４ Do you feel the risk
you or your family get in-
volved in crimes increased
or decreased？（Make one
choice.）
１．Decreased. １８ １．５６
２．Rather decreased. １６ １．３９
３．Cannot decide. ３５９ ３１．１１
４．Rather increased. ５１１ ４４．２８
５．Increased. ２５０ ２１．６６
Total １，１５４ １００．００ ３．８３ ０．８３
NA ６
Table―４ Contact level with Mass Media
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１ Do you generally check
the news on TV, radio, or
newspaper（including the net
news）？（Make one choice.）
１．No. ２６
２．Maybe no. ８４ ７．２５
３．Cannot decide. １３２ １１．３９
４．Maybe yes. ５２３ ４５．１３
５．Yes. ３９４ ３３．９９
Total １，１５９ １００．００ ４．０１ ０．９７
NA １
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２ Are you a regular
reader of novels or a viewer
of TV programs that deal
with crimes or criminal jus-
tice issues？（Make one choice.）
１．No. １３３ １１．４７
２．Maybe no. ２２９ １９．７４
３．Cannot decide. ３２４ ２７．９３
４．Maybe yes. ３４０ ２９．３１
５．Yes. １３４ １１．５５
Total １，１６０ １００．００ ３．６０ １．３６
NA ０
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q３ Do you regularly use the
internet（on PC or mobile
phone） outside of work？
（Make one choice.）
１．No. ４４６ ３８．５５
２．Maybe no. ２２１ １９．１０
３．Cannot decide. １２３ １０．６３
４．Maybe yes. ２２５ １９．４５
５．Yes. １４２ １２．２７
Total １，１５７ １００．００ ３．４２ １．３５
NA ３
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respondents about the attitudes in their life related to conservative-
ness, flexibility, and generosity of their way of thinking（See Matsu-
mura et al.,２００７b:９９―１００）. Q５_６, Q５_８, Q５_９and Q５_１１are the ques-
tions to measure the reliant attitudes toward authority, OKAMI IA-
HIKI（See Matsumura et al., ２００７b:９９―１００. Note some wordings are
different from the questionnaire items of Matsumura et al.,２００７b）. Q５
_１０inquired about their prejudiced views based on stereotypes.
See Table―６for the frequencies and the basic statistics values.
Table―６ General Social Attitudes
What do you think of the following sentences? Please answer from（１）to（１３）.（Make one
choice to each question．）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q５_１ We can trust most
people.
１．Disagree. １７１ １４．８１
２．Rather disagree. ２１５ １８．６１
３．Cannot decide. ４５０ ３８．９６
４．Rather agree. ２８４ ２４．５９
５．Agree. ３５ ３．０３
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ２．８２ １．０６
NA ５
Q５_２ Even if the govern-
ment changes, my life will
not get influenced by that.
１．Disagree. ５１３ ４４．３０
２．Rather disagree. ２８０ ２４．１８
３．Cannot decide. １９３ １６．６７
４．Rather agree. １２３ １０．６２
５．Agree. ４９ ４．２３
Total １，１５８ １００．００ ２．０６ １．１９
NA ２
Q５_３ Restricting the indi-
vidual rights is inevitable for
the public interests.
１．Disagree. ３０９ ２６．８５
２．Rather disagree. ２８６ ２４．８５
３．Cannot decide. ３４６ ３０．０６
４．Rather agree. １７０ １４．７７
５．Agree. ４０ ３．４８
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ２．４３ １．１４
NA ９
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Table―６ General Social Attitudes（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q５_４ We should work for
the general good.
１．Disagree. ４１ ３．５６
２．Rather disagree. ５５ ４．７７
３．Cannot decide. ３９２ ３４．００
４．Rather agree. ４８６ ４２．１５
５．Agree. １７９ １５．５２
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．６１ ０．９３
NA ７
Q５_５ All efforts are to be
rewarded somehow.
１．Disagree. １２０ １０．４１
２．Rather disagree. ２０５ １７．７８
３．Cannot decide. ４２９ ３７．２１
４．Rather agree. ２９６ ２５．６７
５．Agree. １０３ ８．９３
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．０５ １．１０
NA ７
Q５_６ Important issues for
the society should be en-
trusted to experts.
１．Disagree. １３４ １１．７１
２．Rather disagree. １９３ １６．８７
３．Cannot decide. ４１１ ３５．９３
４．Rather agree. ２９０ ２５．３５
５．Agree. １１６ １０．１４
Total １，１４４ １００．００ ３．０５ １．１４
NA １６
Q５_７ I tend to be open to
a new life style and a new
point of view.
１．Disagree. ６３ ５．４５
２．Rather disagree. ２０８ １７．９８
３．Cannot decide. ４９１ ４２．４４
４．Rather agree. ３３３ ２８．７８
５．Agree. ６２ ５．３６
Total １，１５７ １００．００ ３．１１ ０．９４
NA ３
Q５_８ I think that what has
corrupted Japan is the atti-
tude of the Japanese who
have left everything up to
the authorities.
１．Disagree. ３６ ３．１２
２．Rather disagree. ７２ ６．２３
３．Cannot decide. ３０８ ２６．６７
４．Rather agree. ４１８ ３６．１９
５．Agree. ３２１ ２７．７９
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．７９ １．０２
NA ５
《Article》
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Table―６ General Social Attitudes（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q５_９ When a problem oc-
curs, we should not com-
pletely leave it up to ex-
perts.
１．Disagree. ７１ ６．１５
２．Rather disagree. １２２ １０．５６
３．Cannot decide. ４１４ ３５．８４
４．Rather agree. ３５５ ３０．７４
５．Agree. １９３ １６．７１
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．４１ １．０８
NA ５
Q５_１０ A man who commits
a crime is a social failure.
１．Disagree. ９２ ７．９７
２．Rather disagree. １３２ １１．４４
３．Cannot decide. ５７２ ４９．５７
４．Rather agree. ２３４ ２０．２８
５．Agree. １２４ １０．７５
Total １，１５４ １００．００ ３．１４ １．０２
NA ６
Q５_１１ We can take it for
granted that the government
protects us as a nation.
１．Disagree. １４ １．２１
２．Rather disagree. ２８ ２．４３
３．Cannot decide. １７１ １４．８３
４．Rather agree. ４３０ ３７．２９
５．Agree. ５１０ ４４．２３
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ４．２１ ０．８７
NA ７
Q５_１２ Whether the society
gets better or worse is up to
us.
１．Disagree. ５２ ４．４９
２．Rather disagree. ６６ ５．７０
３．Cannot decide. ３３２ ２８．６９
４．Rather agree. ４３６ ３７．６８
５．Agree. ２７１ ２３．４２
Total １，１５７ １００．００ ３．７０ １．０３
NA ３
Q５_１３ There are many peo-
ple who are overlooked in
spite of their misbehaviors.
１．Disagree. ２１ １．８１
２．Rather disagree. ２８ ２．４２
３．Cannot decide. １７４ １５．０３
４．Rather agree. ４６６ ４０．２４
５．Agree. ４６９ ４０．５０
Total １，１５８ １００．００ ４．１５ ０．８９
NA ２
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４．Legal Experience
The questions from Q６to Q８are about their legal experience in a
broad sense. Q６and Q６no２asked the respondents if they have ever
used the courts. See Table―７. Q７inquired if they have been crime vic-
tims, which can be presumed to be related to their attitudes toward
criminal justice（Refer to２. Perception of Peace and Order）. Q８asked
if they are acquainted with lawyers or judicial scriveners.
５．Attitudes toward Criminal Justice（１）
The questions Q９_１through Q９_６are about their attitudes toward
criminal procedures, especially how the respondents see the defen-
dants’rights. Many past social surveys indicate that people have
harsh perspectives on the defendants’rights（The defendants’rights
are overly protected）. See Table―８ for the frequencies and the basic
statistics values.
６．Purposes of Criminal Punishment
The questions from Q１０_１ to Q１０_７ asked the respondents about
the purposes of criminal punishment（Specifically, about the purposes
of imprisonment）. These questions were excerpted from Matsumura
（２００７）（some questions were newly added, while some were taken
out）. Refer to Matsumura（２００７）for the intention of the questions
and the structure. The frequencies and the basic statistics values are
as shown in Table―９.
７．Attitudes toward Criminal Justice（２）
In addition to Q_９, the seven questions Q１１_１through Q１１_７again
asked about criminal justice such as capital punishment, law courts,
police, and the activities of defendant attorneys. Refer to Table_１０.
８．Capability Principle
The modern penal code takes a capability principle（An act without
intention of committing a crime shall not be punished）. However,
judging from how the mass media report criminal cases, ordinary peo-
ple tend to be rather concerned about outcome accountability. Also, it
《Article》
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Table―７ Legal Experience
Question Choices N ％
Q６ Have you ever used law courts
or been there? If not for yourself,
please include your experience as
a court spectator, an attendant, or
a witness for a trial. （Multiple
choice.）
１．I have used a trial or a court
mediation as a party interested
（such as plaintiff, defendant,
and so on）.
１４５ １２．８８
２．I have attended a trial or a
court mediation as the third
party（such as a witness for a
trial or an attendant）.
７３ ６．４８
３．I have been to a law court as
other than the party（such as
a court spectator and so on）.
７７ ６．８４
４．I have never been to law
courts.
８３８ ７４．４２
５．Do not remember. ２５ ２．２２
Total of valid answer １，１２６ １０２．８４
NA ３４
Question Choices N ％
Q６no２ I would like to ask those
who have chosen１or２. What kind
of case was that？ （Make one
choice.）
１．Civil affairs or family affairs
（civil trials, court mediations,
and so on）.
１１３ ５６．２２
２．Criminal affairs （including a
breach of traffic rules）.
７９ ３９．３０
３．Others.（Please specify: ） ５ ２．４９
４．Do not know. ４ １．９９
Total ２０１ １００．００
Not required ９５８
NA １
Question Choices N ％
Q７ Have you or your family member
been a victim of crime in the past
five years?
（swindled money or personal prop-
erty, molested, or got injured）
（Make one choice.）
１．No. ９００ ７７．８５
２．Yes. ２３９ ２０．６７
３．Do not remember. １７ １．４７
Total １，１５６ １００．００
NA ４
Question Choices N ％
Q８ Are you acquainted with law-
yers or judicial scriveners？（Make
one choice.）
１．Yes. ２２８ １９．７１
２．No. ８９９ ７７．７０
３．Do not know. ３０ ２．５９
Total １，１５７ １００．００
NA ３
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Table―８ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice（１）
I would like to ask your opinions on the following sentences. Please answer from（１）to
（６）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q９_１ In case of an atrocious
crime, the suspect can be
arrested without a warrant
of arrest issued by court.
１．Disagree. １２２ １０．５６
２．Rather disagree. ６８ ５．８９
３．Cannot decide. ２６４ ２２．８６
４．Rather agree. ３５０ ３０．３０
５．Agree. ３５１ ３０．３９
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．６４ １．２６
NA ５
Q９_２ Attorneys should not
advise defendants to exercise
the right to remain silence.
１．Disagree. ７１ ６．１５
２．Rather disagree. ６１ ５．２８
３．Cannot decide. ３９０ ３３．７７
４．Rather agree. ３３３ ２８．８３
５．Agree. ３００ ２５．９７
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．６３ １．１１
NA ５
Q９_３ If a person was fired
just because he or she was
arrested by the police, it is
unreasonable since his or her
guilty has not been convicted.
１．Disagree. ２２ １．９０
２．Rather disagree. ３６ ３．１１
３．Cannot decide. ２４６ ２１．２６
４．Rather agree. ３６８ ３１．８１
５．Agree. ４８５ ４１．９２
Total １，１５７ １００．００ ４．０９ ９．５９
NA ３
Q９_４ In order to find a
proof of the crime in the in-
vestigation, the police ques-
tioning may be aggressive to
some extent.
１．Disagree. ２６１ ２２．６４
２．Rather disagree. ２４０ ２０．８２
３．Cannot decide. ４２６ ３６．９５
４．Rather agree. １７２ １４．９２
５．Agree. ５４ ４．６８
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．５８ １．１３
NA ７
Q９_５ We should not allow
a defendant of an atrocious
case to use attorneys.
１．Disagree. ３３６ ２９．１４
２．Rather disagree. ２２３ １９．３４
３．Cannot decide. ３４２ ２９．６６
４．Rather agree. １４７ １２．７５
５．Agree. １０５ ９．１１
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．５３ １．２８
NA ７
《Article》
２７０（１５）
Table―８ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q９_６ Even a defendant of
an atrocious crime he or she
is, his or her human rights
must be fully respected.
１．Disagree. ９３ ８．０６
２．Rather disagree. １６８ １４．５６
３．Cannot decide. ３７９ ３２．８４
４．Rather agree. ２９６ ２５．６５
５．Agree. ２１８ １８．８９
Total １，１５４ １００．００ ３．３３ １．１７
NA ６
Table―９ Purposes of Criminal Punishment
What do you think of the purpose of putting criminals in prison Please answer to the fol-
lowing questions from（１）to（７）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１０_１ To give as much
suffering as the crime the
offender committedhas caused.
１．Disagree. １２２ １０．５６
２．Rather disagree. ６８ ５．８９
３．Cannot decide. ２６４ ２２．８６
４．Rather agree. ３５０ ３０．３０
５．Agree. ３５１ ３０．３９
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．７８ １．０１
NA ５
Q１０_２ To prevent the
same crime from being com-
mitted by showing people
how criminals are to be pun-
ished.
１．Disagree. ７１ ６．１５
２．Rather disagree. ６１ ５．２８
３．Cannot decide. ３９０ ３３．７７
４．Rather agree. ３３３ ２８．８３
５．Agree. ３００ ２５．９７
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ４．１０ ０．８４
NA ５
Q１０_３ To educate criminals
in prison so that he or she
can become a decent person.
１．Disagree. ２２ １．９０
２．Rather disagree. ３６ ３．１１
３．Cannot decide. ２４６ ２１．２６
４．Rather agree. ３６８ ３１．８１
５．Agree. ４８５ ４１．９２
Total １，１５７ １００．００ ４．３０ ０．８３
NA ３
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Table―９ Purposes of Criminal Punishment（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１０_４ To revenge on be-
half of the victim by giving
punishment to the criminal.
１．Disagree. ２６１ ２２．６４
２．Rather disagree. ２４０ ２０．８２
３．Cannot decide. ４２６ ３６．９５
４．Rather agree. １７２ １４．９２
５．Agree. ５４ ４．６８
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．８３ １．１５
NA ７
Q１０_５ To deprive his or
her face in society by put-
ting‘sinner’label on the crimi-
nal.
１．Disagree. ３３６ ２９．１４
２．Rather disagree. ２２３ １９．３４
３．Cannot decide. ３４２ ２９．６６
４．Rather agree. １４７ １２．７５
５．Agree. １０５ ９．１１
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．５５ １．０２
NA ７
Q１０_６ To remind people of
the social rules by giving
punishment to criminals.
１．Disagree. １３ １．１３
２．Rather disagree. ２４ ２．０９
３．Cannot decide. ２２９ １９．９０
４．Rather agree. ４８７ ４２．３１
５．Agree. ３９８ ３４．５８
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ４．０７ ０．８５
NA ９
Q１０_７ To prevent crimi-
nals from committing crimes
by keeping them in prison.
１．Disagree. ３６ ３．１３
２．Rather disagree. ６１ ５．３０
３．Cannot decide. ３４０ ２９．５４
４．Rather agree. ３９３ ３４．１４
５．Agree. ３２１ ２７．８９
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ３．７８ １．０１
NA ９
Table―１０ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice（２）
What do you think of Japanese criminal justice system? Please answer from（１）to（７）.
（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１１_１ The death penalty
should be abolished.
１．Disagree. ５６７ ４９．１３
２．Rather disagree. ２１２ １８．３７
３．Cannot decide. ２５９ ２２．４４
４．Rather agree. ６７ ５．８１
５．Agree. ４９ ４．２５
Total １，１５４ １００．００ １．９８ １．１５
NA ６
《Article》
２６８（１７）
Table―１０ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１１_２ The human rights of
criminals are respected.
１．Disagree. ３１ ２．６９
２．Rather disagree. １００ ８．６９
３．Cannot decide. ４９７ ４３．１８
４．Rather agree. ３４１ ２９．６３
５．Agree. １８２ １５．８１
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ３．４７ ０．９５
NA ９
Q１１_３ The law courts are
too lenient to criminals.
１．Disagree. ４６ ３．９９
２．Rather disagree. ６４ ５．５５
３．Cannot decide. ５２１ ４５．１９
４．Rather agree. ３０１ ２６．１１
５．Agree. ２２１ １９．１７
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．５１ ０．９９
NA ７
Q１１_４ There are too many
criminals that the police have
not arrested yet.
１．Disagree. ２０ １．７３
２．Rather disagree. ４６ ３．９９
３．Cannot decide. ２３６ ２０．４７
４．Rather agree. ４２７ ３７．０３
５．Agree. ４２４ ３６．７７
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ４．０３ ０．９４
NA ７
Q１１_５ Attorneys speak in
defense of criminals in court
just for money.
１．Disagree. ６８ ５．８９
２．Rather disagree. １４７ １２．７３
３．Cannot decide. ５０３ ４３．５５
４．Rather agree. ２６９ ２３．２９
５．Agree. １６８ １４．５５
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．２８ １．０５
NA ５
Q１１_６ The death penalty
prevents vicious crimes from
being committed.
１．Disagree. ９８ ８．４８
２．Rather disagree. １１７ １０．１３
３．Cannot decide. ３６１ ３１．２６
４．Rather agree. ２８３ ２４．５０
５．Agree. ２９６ ２５．６３
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．４９ １．２２
NA ５
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is known that ordinary people demand more sever treatment toward
under age suspects（See the references for the website address of Su-
preme Court of Japan）. The four questions from Q１２_１to Q１２_４deal
with some conditions which are related to these issues（e.g. The of-
fender was under age. The offender was under the influence of alco-
hol）. The respondents were asked whether these conditions should re-
duce or stiffen the penalty, and if so, how much each condition should
affect their choice. See Table―１１for the frequencies and the basic sta-
tistic values.
９．Attitudes toward Criminal Justice（３）
Q１３ is about the due process, particularly whether or not illegally
collected evidence should be used in trials. See Table―１２ for the fre-
quencies and the basic statistics values.
１０．Knowledge and Interest
Q１４, Q１４no２, and Q１４no３ asked about their knowledge of the lay
judge system and interest in the system. See Table―１３ for the fre-
quencies and the basic statistics values.
１１．Appropriate Cases for Lay Judge Trials
The questions from Q１５A_１ to Q１５_３ presented ３ different hypo-
thetical cases and asked the respondents to make a choice from five-
degree scale, regarding how much they think each case is appropriate
for lay judge trials. The case types were manipulated based on the
factorial design in Q１５A_１, Q１５A_２ and Q１５A_３. The details are as
follow.
Table―１０ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１１_７ The human rights of
victims are respected.
１．Disagree. ３１１ ２７．０２
２．Rather disagree. ３４７ ３０．１５
３．Cannot decide. ３６１ ３１．３６
４．Rather agree. ８５ ７．３８
５．Agree. ４７ ４．０８
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ２．３１ １．０７
NA ９
《Article》
２６６（１９）
Table―１１ Capability Principle
X was attacked by Y with a club and got injuries which took one month to heal. I would
like to ask your opinions about the penalty imposed on the offender, Y. In case there was
a condition as shown below, will it reduce or stiffen the penalty? Please answer from（１）
to（４）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１２_１ The
offender, Ywas
an１８-year-old
juvenile.
１．Reduce the penalty very much. １６ １．４０
２．Reduce the penalty. ４２ ３．６７
３．Reduce the penalty a little. １５０ １３．１０
４．Neither reduce or stiffen the penalty. ７２０ ６２．８８
５．Stiffen the penalty a little. １１２ ９．７８
６．Stiffen the penalty. ７８ ６．８１
７．Stiffen the penalty very much. ２７ ２．３６
Total １，１４５ １００．００ ４．０６ ９．９２
NA １５
Q１２_２ The
offender, Ywas
under the in-
fluence of al-
cohol.
１．Reduce the penalty very much. ３ ０．２６
２．Reduce the penalty. １４ １．２２
３．Reduce the penalty a little. ６０ ５．２４
４．Neither reduce or stiffen the penalty. ４５２ ３９．４４
５．Stiffen the penalty a little. ３１７ ２７．６６
６．Stiffen the penalty. ２１０ １８．３２
７．Stiffen the penalty very much. ９０ ７．８５
Total １，１４６ １００．００ ４．７９ １．１０
NA １４
Q１２_３ The
victim, X died
of the injuries
aftertwomonths.
１．Reduce the penalty very much. １ ０．０９
２．Reduce the penalty. １ ０．０９
３．Reduce the penalty a little. ３ ０．２６
４．Neither reduce or stiffen the penalty. ６１ ５．３２
５．Stiffen the penalty a little. １９１ １６．６７
６．Stiffen the penalty. ５５５ ４８．４３
７．Stiffen the penalty very much. ３３４ ２９．１４
Total １，１４６ １００．００ ６．００ ０．８６
NA １４
Q１２_４ The
offender, Y had
a murderous
intention a-
gainst X.
１．Reduce the penalty very much. ２ ０．１７
２．Reduce the penalty. ２ ０．１７
３．Reduce the penalty a little. ３９ ３．４０
４．Neither reduce or stiffen the penalty. ９１ ７．９３
５．Stiffen the penalty a little. ３４５ ３０．０５
６．Stiffen the penalty. ６６９ ５８．２８
７．Stiffen the penalty very much. １，１４８ １００．００
Total １２ １００．００ ６．４２ ０．８３
NA
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Table―１２ Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１３ A criminal made a
confession to a crime forced
by the police. And based on
this confession, new evi-
dence was found. When this
new evidence is necessary
to establish this crime, do
you think this evidence can
be used in the trial or it
should not be used？（Make
one choice.）
１．Should not be used. ３９ ３．４０
２．Maybe should not be
used.
６０ ５．２３
３．Cannot decide. ２２５ １９．６０
４．Maybe can be used. ４１９ ３６．５０
５．Can be used. ４０５ ３５．２８
Total １，１４８ １００．００ ３．９５ １．０３
NA １２
Table―１３ Knowledge and Interest
Question Choices N ％
Q１４ The lay judge system
is scheduled in practice soon.
Did you know the term“lay
judge”before you have seen
it in this survey form？
（Make one choice.）
１．Yes.（Go to Q１４―２.） １，０２１ ８８．５５
２．No.（Go to Q１５A.） １３２ １１．４５
Total １，１５３ １００．００
NA ７
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１４_２ Do you know what
lay judge trails are？（Make
one choice.）
１．No. ２０６ ２０．２６
２．No, not very well. ４４８ ４４．０５
３．Yes, a little. ３２５ ３１．９６
４．Yes. ３６ ３．５４
５．Yes, very well. ２ ０．２０
Total １，０１７ １００．００ ２．１９ ０．８０
Not required １３９
NA ４
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１４_３ Do you want to
know more about lay judge
trails？（Make one choice.）
１．No. ６４ ６．３２
２．No, not very much. ９４ ９．２８
３．Cannot decide. ３３１ ３２．６８
４．Yes, a little. ３５１ ３４．６５
５．Yes. １７３ １７．０８
Total １，０１３ １００．００ ３．４７ １．０８
Not required １３９
NA ８
《Article》
２６４（２１）
In Q１５A_１, the manipulated basic factor is the type of case: a rob-
bery resulting in death case or a rape case. In addition, the other ma-
nipulated factor is whether the defendant is of age or a minor. Thus,
there are４ versions of survey forms（２ factors×２ levels）based on
the factorial design.
In Q１５A_２, the manipulated basic factor is the type of case: an enor-
mous bribery case or a large-scale election violation case. In addition,
the other manipulated factor is whether the defendant is a politician
or a public official. Thus, there are４versions of survey forms（２fac-
tors×２levels）based on the factorial design.
In Q１５A_３, the manipulated basic factor is the type of case: a pollu-
tion case or a large-scale fraud case. In addition, the other manipulated
factor is whether it is a civil case（damages suit）or a criminal case.
Thus, there are４versions of survey forms（２factors×２levels）based
on the factorial design.
The above stated factorial designs are shown in Table―１４.
As for the frequencies and the basic statistics values of each case,
see Table―１５.
Q１５B deals with the knowledge about the system, asking the re-
spondents if they think, according to the law, each case presented
above is dealt with in a lay judge trial or not. The frequencies and the
basic statistics values of each case are in Table―１６.
Table―１４ Appropriate Cases for Lay Judge Trials（Factorial Design）
Version A／B Q１５_１ Robbery resulting in death by a juvenile
Q１５_２ Bribery of a politician
Q１５_３ Pollution criminal trial
Version C／D Q１５_１ Rape by a juvenile
Q１５_２ Election violation by a politician
Q１５_３ Large scale fraud criminal trial
Version E／F Q１５_１ Robbery resulting in death by an adult
Q１５_２ Bribery of a public official
Q１５_３ Pollution civil trial（damages suit）
Version G／H Q１５_１ Rape by an adult
Q１５_２ Election violation by a public official
Q１５_３ Large scale fraud civil trial（damages suit）
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Table―１５ Appropriate Cases for Lay Judge Trials
Q１５A Regarding the cases listed below, do you think each case is appropriate or inappro-
priate for lay judge trials? Please answer from（１）to（３）.（Make one choice to each ques-
tion.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Case（１）Version A／B
A case of a１７-year-old man
who murdered a person
to steal money.
１．Not appropriate. ３７ １１．９７
２．Not very appropriate. ４８ １５．５３
３．Cannot decide. ８０ ２５．８９
４．Appropriate a little. ６８ ２２．０１
５．Appropriate. ７６ ２４．６０
Total ３０９ １００．００ ３．３２ １．３２
NA ３
Case（１）Version C／D
A case of a１７-year-old man
who raped a woman.
１．Not appropriate. ４４ １６．４２
２．Not very appropriate. ３４ １２．６９
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ３０．２２
４．Appropriate a little. ６０ ２２．３９
５．Appropriate. ４９ １８．２８
Total ２６８ １００．００ ３．１３ １．３１
NA １
Case（１）Version E／F
A case of a２５-year-old man
who murdered a person to
steal money.
１．Not appropriate. ５０ １７．６７
２．Not very appropriate. ４０ １４．１３
３．Cannot decide. ７３ ２５．８０
４．Appropriate a little. ６０ ２１．２０
５．Appropriate. ６０ ２１．２０
Total ２８３ １００．００ ３．１４ １．３８
NA ８
Case（１）Version G／H
A case of a２５-year-old man
who raped a woman.
１．Not appropriate. ３６ １２．７２
２．Not very appropriate. ３９ １３．７８
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ２８．６２
４．Appropriate a little. ６７ ２３．６７
５．Appropriate. ６０ ２１．２０
Total ２８３ １００．００ ３．２７ １．２９
NA ５
Case（２）Version A／B
A case of a politician who
took large amount of mon-
ey in bribes.
１．Not appropriate. ３７ １１．９７
２．Not very appropriate. ３０ ９．７１
３．Cannot decide. ６０ １９．４２
４．Appropriate a little. ７５ ２４．２７
５．Appropriate. １０７ ３４．６３
Total ３０９ １００．００ ３．６０ １．３６
NA ３
《Article》
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Table―１５ Appropriate Cases for Lay Judge Trials（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Case（２）Version C／D
A case of a politician who
widely violated the election
law.
１．Not appropriate. ３７ １３．８１
２．Not very appropriate. ３６ １３．４３
３．Cannot decide. ７５ ２７．９９
４．Appropriate a little. ５２ １９．４０
５．Appropriate. ６８ ２５．３７
Total ２６８ １００．００ ３．２９ １．３５
NA １
Case（２）Version E／F
A case of a public official
who took large amount of
money in bribes.
１．Not appropriate. ３５ １２．３７
２．Not very appropriate. ２７ ９．５４
３．Cannot decide. ７７ ２７．２１
４．Appropriate a little. ８６ ３０．３９
５．Appropriate. ５８ ２０．４９
Total ２８３ １００．００ ３．３７ １．２６
NA ８
Case（２）Version G／H
A case of a public official
widely violated the election
law.
１．Not appropriate. ２８ ９．８６
２．Not very appropriate. ４２ １４．７９
３．Cannot decide. ７８ ２７．４６
４．Appropriate a little. ５６ １９．７２
５．Appropriate. ８０ ２８．１７
Total ２８４ １００．００ ３．４２ １．３０
NA ４
Case（３）Version A／B
A penal trial for a super-
visor of a polluting firm
that has caused serious dam-
ages.
１．Not appropriate. ３７ １１．９７
２．Not very appropriate. ４３ １３．９２
３．Cannot decide. ７０ ２２．６５
４．Appropriate a little. ７２ ２３．３０
５．Appropriate. ８７ ２８．１６
Total ３０９ １００．００ ３．４２ １．３５
NA ３
Case（３）Version C／D
A penal trial for a person
who tricked victims out of
large amount of money.
１．Not appropriate. ２７ １０．０７
２．Not very appropriate. ２２ ８．２１
３．Cannot decide. ８３ ３０．９７
４．Appropriate a little. ７１ ２６．４９
５．Appropriate. ６５ ２４．２５
Total ２６８ １００．００ ３．４７ １．２３
NA １
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Table―１５ Appropriate Cases for Lay Judge Trials（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Case（３）Version E／F
A civil trial which victims
of serious pollution sued
for compensation.
１．Not appropriate. ４４ １５．５５
２．Not very appropriate. ３２ １１．３１
３．Cannot decide. ８５ ３０．０４
４．Appropriate a little. ６８ ２４．０３
５．Appropriate. ５４ １９．０８
Total ２８３ １００．００ ３．２０ １．３１
NA ８
Case（３）Version G／H
A civil trial which victims
who were tricked out of
large amount of money
sued for compensation.
１．Not appropriate. ３６ １２．７２
２．Not very appropriate. ４０ １４．１３
３．Cannot decide. ８６ ３０．３９
４．Appropriate a little. ７０ ２４．７３
５．Appropriate. ５１ １８．０２
Total ２８３ １００．００ ３．２１ １．２６
NA ５
Table―１６ Cases of Lay Judge Trials Stipulated by Law
Question Choices N ％
Q１５B Version A／B
From among the cases listed in Q１５
A, which cases do you think lay
judge trials are, according to the
law? Please choose the correct cases.
（Multiple choice.）
１．Case（１） １９５ ６２．５０
２．Case（２） １１７ ３７．５０
３．Case（３） １１６ ３７．１８
The number of the respondents ３１２
NA ２７
N ％
Q１５B Version C／D
From among the cases listed in Q１５
A, which cases do you think lay
judge trials are, according to the
law? Please choose the correct cases.
（Multiple choice.）
１．Case（１） １４９ ５５．３９
２．Case（２） ９６ ３５．６９
３．Case（３） １４４ ５３．５３
The number of the respondents ２６９
NA ９
Q１５B Version E／F
From among the cases listed in Q１５
A, which cases do you think lay
judge trials are, according to the
law? Please choose the correct cases.
（Multiple choice.）
１．Case（１） １８４ ６３．２３
２．Case（２） １１５ ３９．５２
３．Case（３） １０２ ３５．０５
The number of the respondents ２９１
NA ９
《Article》
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１２．Days for Trials and Reasons to Excuse from Duty
The questions from Q１６ to Q１８are about the days required for a
lay judge trial, and the reasons which excuse people from duty. See
Table―１７for the frequencies（Q１８is a multiple choice question.）.
Table―１６ Cases of Lay Judge Trials Stipulated by Law（continued）
Question Choices N ％
Q１５B Version G／H
From among the cases listed in Q１５
A, which cases do you think lay
judge trials are, according to the
law? Please choose the correct cases.
（Multiple choice.）
１．Case（１） １７６ ６１．１１
２．Case（２） １２６ ４３．７５
３．Case（３） ９５ ３２．９９
The number of the respondents ２８８
NA ２０
Table―１７ Days for Trials and Reasons to Excuse from Duty
Question Choices N ％
Q１６ Howmanydays
do you think the lay
judges must attend
the law court? Lay
judge trials are only
on weekdays.（Make
one choice.）
１．１day or so. ４８ ４．１９
２．２days or so. ５４ ４．７１
３．３days or so. １７９ １５．６２
４．４days or so. ４２ ３．６６
５．５days or so. １７８ １５．５３
６．１０days or so. １４２ １２．３９
７．１month or so. ８３ ７．２４
８．Longer than１month. ２８ ２．４４
９．Do not know. ３９２ ３４．２１
Total １，１４６１００．００
NA １４
Question Choices N ％
Q１７ If youarechosen
as lay judge, how
many days can you
attend the law court?
Lay judge trials are
only on weekdays.
（Make one choice.）
０．None.（Cannot attend at all.） １６５ １４．３６
１．About１day. １６０ １３．９３
２．About２days. １２６ １０．９７
３．About３days. １６８ １４．６２
４．About４days. ２６ ２．２６
５．About５days. １１５ １０．０１
６．About１０days. ７５ ６．５３
７．About１month. ２５ ２．１８
８．Longer than１month. ９ ０．７８
９．Do not know. ２８０ ２４．３７
Total １，１４９１００．００
NA １１
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１３．Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）
The thirteen questions from Q１９_１ to Q１９_１３ asked the respon-
dents’opinions, evaluations, forecasts（perceptions）toward lay judge
trials from various viewpoints. See Table―１８ for the frequencies and
the basic statistics values.
Table―１７ Days for Trials and Reasons to Excuse from Duty（continued）
Question Choices N ％
Q１８ Do you think
whether or not a
chosen lay judge can
be excused fromduty?
１．Cannot excuse. １１４ ９．９０
２．Can excuse if there is a reason. ７５５ ６５．６０
３．Can excuse without any inhibition. １２８ １１．１２
４．Do not know. １５４ １３．３８
Total １，１５１１００．００
NA ９
Question Choices N ％
Q１８no２ I would like
to ask those who
have chosen２to Q
１８．
What kind of rea-
sons do you think
excuse people from
duty？ （Multiple
choice.）
１．Busy at work. １９３ ２５．５６
２．Do not know about law very much. １１３ １４．９７
３．Elderly person. ３２４ ４２．９１
４．With a family member who needs their care. ４９９ ６６．０９
５．Student. １０９ １４．４４
６．Housewife or househusband. ２４ ３．１８
６．Suffering from a disease or an injury. ６５９ ８７．２８
７．Other reason.（Please specify: ） ８５ １１．２６
８．Do not know. ９ １．１９
Total of valid answer ７５５
Not required ４０５
Table―１８ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）
There are various expectations and concerns expressed about lay judge trials. What do
you think of lay judge trials（Lay judges chosen by lot from voters hold a trial with profes-
sional judges）？ Please answer from（１）to（１３）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１９_１ Lay judge trials are
preferable rather than trials
by professional judges alone.
１．Do not think so. １２８ １１．１０
２．Do not really think so. １１６ １０．０６
３．Cannot decide. ５２９ ４５．８８
４．Think so a little. ２６０ ２２．５５
５．Think so. １２０ １０．４１
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．１１ １．０８
NA ７
《Article》
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Table―１８ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１９_２ An introduction of
lay judge system makes tri-
als easier to understand.
１．Do not think so. ８８ ７．６３
２．Do not really think so. １０４ ９．０２
３．Cannot decide. ３９５ ３４．２６
４．Think so a little. ４３２ ３７．４７
５．Think so. １３４ １１．６２
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．３６ １．０５
NA ７
Q１９_３ Lay judge trials are
affected by the mass media
or mass opinions.
１．Do not think so. ３９ ３．３９
２．Do not really think so. ５４ ４．６９
３．Cannot decide. ２６７ ２３．２０
４．Think so a little. ５２４ ４５．５３
５．Think so. ２６７ ２３．２０
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ３．８０ ０．９６
NA
Q１９_４ An introduction of
lay judge system makes tri-
als unreliable.
１．Do not think so. １１３ ９．８１
２．Do not really think so. ２２４ １９．４４
３．Cannot decide. ６０３ ５２．３４
４．Think so a little. １５６ １３．５４
５．Think so. ５６ ４．８６
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ２．８４ ０．９５
NA
Q１９_５ Lay judge trials are
better suited to the princi-
ples of democracy than tri-
als by professional judges
alone.
１．Do not think so. ６８ ５．９０
２．Do not really think so. ８６ ７．４７
３．Cannot decide. ５４７ ４７．４８
４．Think so a little. ３５０ ３０．３８
５．Think so. １０１ ８．７７
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ３．２９ ０．９４
NA ８
Q１９_６ Many people want
to have an experience of a
lay judge.
１．Do not think so. ３６２ ３１．４０
２．Do not really think so. ３５５ ３０．７９
３．Cannot decide. ３６７ ３１．８３
４．Think so a little. ５０ ４．３４
５．Think so. １９ １．６５
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．１４ ０．９７
NA ７
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Table―１８ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１９_７ Those who refuse to
serve as lay judge should re-
ceive a penalty.
１．Do not think so. ７３８ ６４．０１
２．Do not really think so. ２０２ １７．５２
３．Cannot decide. １８５ １６．０５
４．Think so a little. ２０ １．７３
５．Think so. ８ ０．６９
Total １，１５３ １００．００ １．５８ ０．８７
NA ７
Q１９_８ An introduction of
lay judge trial system makes
us feel closer to trials.
１．Do not think so. ８２ ７．１１
２．Do not really think so. ７８ ６．７６
３．Cannot decide. ２９３ ２５．４１
４．Think so a little. ４９７ ４３．１０
５．Think so. ２０３ １７．６１
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．５７ １．０８
NA ７
Q１９_９ Differing from trials
by professional judges alone, lay
judge trials do not always guar-
antee the even assessment of
sentence for similar cases.
１．Do not think so. ２９ ２．５１
２．Do not really think so. ４８ ４．１６
３．Cannot decide. ３３１ ２８．６８
４．Think so a little. ５３０ ４５．９３
５．Think so. ２１６ １８．７２
Total １，１５４ １００．００ ３．７４ ０．９０
NA ６
Q１９_１０ Lay judge trials
make fair decisions rather
than trials by professional
judges alone.
１．Do not think so. １１６ １０．０７
２．Do not really think so. １４８ １２．８５
３．Cannot decide. ６６２ ５７．４７
４．Think so a little. １７５ １５．１９
５．Think so. ５１ ４．４３
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ２．９１ ０．９２
NA ８
Q１９_１１ Truth cannot come
to light in lay judge trials.
１．Do not think so. １１４ ９．８９
２．Do not really think so. ２１６ １８．７３
３．Cannot decide. ６２２ ５３．９５
４．Think so a little. １４６ １２．６６
５．Think so. ５５ ４．７７
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．８４ ０．９４
NA ７
《Article》
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１４．Evaluations of Lay Judge System（２）
The questions Q２０_１through Q２０_９are again about the evaluations
toward lay judge trials. Here, these９questions specifically asked the
respondents to forecast and evaluate behavioral patterns when ordi-
nary people serve as lay judge（This is not an evaluation regarding
themselves ―personal―, but regarding others ―impersonal―）.
These questions are presumed to be closely related to their approv-
al or disapproval for the lay judge system, and therefore these were
designed separately from １３. Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）
（See Table―１９）.
１５．Readiness to Serve as Lay Judge
Q２１, Q２２A and Q２３asked the respondents whether or not they are
willing to serve as lay judge when they are called upon, how strong
their readiness is, and other related matters（difficulties in serving as
lay judge, payment etc.）. See the frequencies and the basic statistics
values in Table―２０.
Table―１８ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q１９_１２ Lay judge trials
better reflect society’s com-
mon sense than trials by pro-
fessional judges alone.
１．Do not think so. ４８ ４．１６
２．Do not really think so. ６１ ５．２８
３．Cannot decide. ４８５ ４１．９９
４．Think so a little. ４２７ ３６．９７
５．Think so. １３４ １１．６０
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．４７ ０．９２
NA ５
Q１９_１３ The skills of attor-
neys have a decisive influ-
ence on a judgment in lay
judge trials.
１．Do not think so. ６１ ５．２８
２．Do not really think so. ７３ ６．３２
３．Cannot decide. ４６７ ４０．４３
４．Think so a little. ４０１ ３４．７２
５．Think so. １５３ １３．２５
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ３．４４ ０．９８
NA ５
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Table―１９ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（２）
What tendencies do you think the judgment made by lay judges chosen by lot from voters
will show? Please answer from（１）to（９）.（Make one choice to each question．）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２０_１ Lay judges respect
the rights of defendants.
１．Do not think so. ９２ ７．９９
２．Do not really think so. ２３７ ２０．５９
３．Cannot decide. ５８０ ５０．３９
４．Think so a little. １７１ １４．８６
５．Think so. ７１ ６．１７
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ２．９１ ０．９６
NA ９
Q２０_２ Lay judges tend to
impose heavier penalties than
professional judges.
１．Do not think so. ９０ ７．８１
２．Do not really think so. １４５ １２．５９
３．Cannot decide. ５９９ ５２．００
４．Think so a little. ２５９ ２２．４８
５．Think so. ５９ ５．１２
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ３．０５ ０．９３
NA ８
Q２０_３ Lay judges tend to
falsely convict an innocent.
１．Do not think so. １８６ １６．１９
２．Do not really think so. １９７ １７．１５
３．Cannot decide. ６１２ ５３．２６
４．Think so a little. １２１ １０．５３
５．Think so. ３３ ２．８７
Total １，１４９ １００．００ ２．６７ ０．９６
NA １１
Q２０_４ Lay judges tend to
make emotional judgments.
１．Do not think so. ８２ ７．１１
２．Do not really think so. ９３ ８．０７
３．Cannot decide. ２９１ ２５．２４
４．Think so a little. ５３６ ４６．４９
５．Think so. １５１ １３．１０
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．５０ １．０５
NA ７
Q２０_５ Lay judges respect
the rights of victims.
１．Do not think so. ３９ ３．３８
２．Do not really think so. ５６ ４．８６
３．Cannot decide. ３９８ ３４．５２
４．Think so a little. ４７１ ４０．８５
５．Think so. １８９ １６．３９
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．６２ ０．９３
NA ７
《Article》
２５４（３１）
Table―１９ Evaluations of Lay Judge System（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２０_６ Lay judges hesitate
to hand down a death sen-
tence.
１．Do not think so. ７５ ６．５３
２．Do not really think so. ８１ ７．０６
３．Cannot decide. ３５４ ３０．８４
４．Think so a little. ３５５ ３０．９２
５．Think so. ２８３ ２４．６５
Total １，１４８ １００．００ ３．６０ １．１３
NA １２
Q２０_７ Lay judges tend to
falsely acquit a real criminal.
１．Do not think so. １７４ １５．１４
２．Do not really think so. ２１２ １８．４５
３．Cannot decide. ６４２ ５５．８７
４．Think so a little. ９６ ８．３６
５．Think so. ２５ ２．１８
Total １，１４９ １００．００ ２．６４ ０．９１
NA １１
Q２０_８ Lay judges are con-
trolled by professional judges.
１．Do not think so. １３９ １２．０６
２．Do not really think so. １９６ １７．００
３．Cannot decide. ４６０ ３９．９０
４．Think so a little. ２９６ ２５．６７
５．Think so. ６２ ５．３８
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ２．９５ １．０６
NA ７
Q２０_９ Lay judges are af-
fected by those who make
many remarks.
１．Do not think so. ７１ ６．１６
２．Do not really think so. ９３ ８．０７
３．Cannot decide. ３４８ ３０．１８
４．Think so a little. ４７５ ４１．２０
５．Think so. １６６ １４．４０
Total １，１５３ １００．００ ３．５０ １．０３
NA ７
Table―２０ Readiness to Serve as Lay Judge
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２１ Will you accept
to serve as lay judge
when you are called
upon it, if you have
no problem to do so?
１．Do not want to accept. ４１３ ３５．７６
２．Would rather not accept. ３００ ２５．９７
３．Cannot decide. ２１４ １８．５３
４．Would rather accept. １５２ １３．１６
５．Accept. ７６ ６．５８
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ２．２９ １．２６
NA ５
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１６．Self-perception as Lay Judge
The eight questions from Q２３_１ to Q２３_８ asked the respondents
about their self-perception in case they are chosen as lay judge. See
Table―２１for the frequencies and the basic statistics values.
１７．Preferences for Lay Judge Trials
Q２４ set up a hypothetical situation, where the respondents them-
Table―２０ Readiness to Serve as Lay Judge（continued）
Question Choices N ％
Q２２A Suppose youmust
attend a trial as lay
judge for a few days
during the week in a
month from now. Do
you have any problem
with it or not? If you
have problems, what
will the problems be？
（Multiple choice.）
１．No particular problem. ９７ ８．４２
２．Traveling to the court is dif-
ficult（Public transportation
to the court is not available.
It takes too much time to go.
etc.）.
２１９ １９．０１
３．Adjustment of schedule is
difficult（Must be absent from
work. etc.）.
７３４ ６３．７２
４．Financial problems（Cannot
get paid while attending court.
etc.）.
３１１ ２７．００
５．Feel uneasy（Do not want
to judge other people. Judg-
ing guilty or not seems diffi-
cult. etc.）.
６９１ ５９．９８
６．Worried about my health or
physical condition（Sick or
injured. etc.）.
１７１ １４．８４
７．Worried about my family’s
health or physical condition
（Child-care, nursing-care, etc.）.
２０７ １７．９７
８．Others.（Please specify: ） ５６ ４．８６
Total of valid answer １，１５２
Not required ８
Question Choices N ％
Q２２B If you serve as
lay judge, how much do
you think you should
get paid daily besides
the traveling expense
and accommodation ex-
pense?
０．None. ９５ ８．５４
１．２，０００yen ２８ ２．５２
２．５，０００yen １７８ １５．９９
３．８，０００yen １１３ １０．１５
４．１０，０００yen ３５３ ３１．７２
５．１５，０００yen １０７ ９．６１
６．２０，０００yen １３１ １１．７７
７．Over３０，０００yen １０８ ９．７０
Total １，１１３ １００．００
NA ４７
《Article》
２５２（３３）
Table―２１ Self-perception as Lay Judge
Suppose you are chosen as lay judge, how will you feel about it? Please answer from（１）to
（８）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２３_１ I feel proud if cho-
sen as lay judge.
１．Do not think so at all. ３１４ ２７．２８
２．Do not think so. ３３４ ２９．０２
３．Do not think so very much. ２５５ ２２．１５
４．Think so a little. １５８ １３．７３
５．Think so. ７６ ６．６０
６．Strongly think so. １４ １．２２
Total １，１５１ １００．００ ２．４７ １．２７
NA ９
Q２３_２ I cannot hand down
a death sentence.
１．Do not think so at all. １０７ ９．３０
２．Do not think so. １９１ １６．６１
３．Do not think so very much. １８０ １５．６５
４．Think so a little. ２４１ ２０．９６
５．Think so. ２３５ ２０．４３
６．Strongly think so. １９６ １７．０４
Total １，１５０ １００．００ ３．７８ １．５８
NA １０
Q２３_３ If chosen as lay
judge, it will be a precious
experience in my life.
１．Do not think so at all. １０６ ９．２２
２．Do not think so. １２１ １０．５２
３．Do not think so very much. １３８ １２．００
４．Think so a little. ３８０ ３３．０４
５．Think so. ２８４ ２４．７０
６．Strongly think so. １２１ １０．５２
Total １，１５０ １００．００ ３．８５ １．４２
NA １０
Q２３_４ I will find it a bur-
den that I must not talk
about the trial that I have
served.
１．Do not think so at all. １４２ １２．３９
２．Do not think so. ２４５ ２１．３８
３．Do not think so very much. １６３ １４．２２
４．Think so a little. ２８１ ２４．５２
５．Think so. ２０２ １７．６３
６．Strongly think so. １１３ ９．８６
Total １，１４６ １００．００ ３．４３ １．５４
NA １４
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selves were put on a trial for a crime of which they knew nothing.
The respondents were asked whether they prefer a trial by lay
judges or the one by professional judges alone. This will critically indi-
cate whether or not the Japanese accept the lay judge system（See
Table―２２）.
Table―２１ Self-perception as Lay Judge（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２３_５ If chosen as lay judge,
I will be afraid that a con-
victed person might bear a
grudge against me.
１．Do not think so at all. ４１ ３．５７
２．Do not think so. １４９ １２．９７
３．Do not think so very much. １８４ １６．０１
４．Think so a little. ４０５ ３５．２５
５．Think so. ２４１ ２０．９７
６．Strongly think so. １２９ １１．２３
Total １，１４９ １００．００ ３．９１ １．２９
NA １１
Q２３_６ If chosen as lay
judge, I will take it inevita-
ble since it is a significant
duty of citizens.
１．Do not think so at all. ９０ ７．８７
２．Do not think so. １４０ １２．２５
３．Do not think so very much. ２２０ １９．２５
４．Think so a little. ４４６ ３９．０２
５．Think so. ２１３ １８．６４
６．Strongly think so. ３４ ２．９７
Total １，１４３ １００．００ ３．５７ １．２３
NA １７
Q２３_７ Even if chosen as
lay judge, I do not have con-
fidence to judge defendants.
１．Do not think so at all. ２９ ２．５２
２．Do not think so. １１８ １０．２４
３．Do not think so very much. １９５ １６．９３
４．Think so a little. ３４８ ３０．２１
５．Think so. ２７４ ２３．７８
６．Strongly think so. １８８ １６．３２
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ４．１１ １．３０
NA ８
Q２３_８ If I have to serve
the case that has attracted
public attention, I can not
handle the pressure.
１．Do not think so at all. ４５ ３．９１
２．Do not think so. １４７ １２．７６
３．Do not think so very much. ２１９ １９．０１
４．Think so a little. ３２８ ２８．４７
５．Think so. ２１７ １８．８４
６．Strongly think so. １９６ １７．０１
Total １，１５２ １００．００ ３．９７ １．３９
NA ８
《Article》
２５０（３５）
１８．Participation in Politics and Other Social Activities
The questions from Q２５_１to Q２５_３and Q２６deal with the level of
participation in politics and other social activities, which are presumed
Table―２２ Preferences for Lay Judge Trials
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２４ Suppose you
are put on a trial for
the crime of which
you know nothing.
If you have a choice,
which will you choose,
a trial by lay judges
or a trial by profes-
sional judges alone?
１．Definitely choose a lay judge
trial.
３９ ３．３９
２．Would rather choose a lay
judge.
１１１ ９．６６
３．Do not know. ５９９ ５２．１３
４．Would rather choose a trial
by professional judges alone.
２５７ ２２．３７
５．Definitely choose a trial by
professional judges alone.
１４３ １２．４５
Total １，１４９ １００．００ ３．３１ ０．９３
NA １１
Table―２３ Participation in Politics and Other Social Activities
Do you take a role in the activities as follows on a regular basis? Please answer from（１）to
（３）.（Make one choice to each question.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２５_１ Activities at a neigh-
borhood association.
１．No. ４２４ ３６．７４
２．Occasionally. ２４０ ２０．８０
３．Sometimes. ２１９ １８．９８
４．Usually. ２３２ ２０．１０
５．Always willingly. ３９ ３．３８
Total １，１５４ １００．００ ２．３３ １．２３
NA ６
Q２５_２ Volunteer activities. １．No. ７５５ ６５．７７
２．Occasionally. ２０５ １７．８６
３．Sometimes. ９７ ８．４５
４．Usually. ６７ ５．８４
５．Always willingly. ２４ ２．０９
Total １，１４８ １００．００ １．６１ １．０１
NA １２
Q２５_３ Activities of NGO or
NPO.
１．No. １，０５３ ９２．２９
２．Occasionally. ４９ ４．２９
３．Sometimes. ２２ １．９３
４．Usually. １２ １．０５
５．Always willingly. ５ ０．４４
Total １，１４１ １００．００ １．１３ ０．５２
NA １９
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to be related to the acceptance of the duty to the lay judge system.
These are the questions regarding civic power（See Table―２３）.
１９．Scenario Experiment（１）
In Q２７, the process of a lay judge trial is described in a vignette
（the case of this scenario is arson to inhabited structure）. The ma-
nipulated factors in this vignette are the professional judges’asser-
tiveness after the opening statement and that during the deliberation
（in addition to these factors, the verdict of whether the defendant is
guilty or not guilty is also manipulated）. The respondents were asked
to evaluate this lay judge trial from several points of view at each
stage of the process（Q２８_１ to Q２８_７）. The manipulations are３ fac-
tors×２levels, thus there are８versions（２×２×２）based on the facto-
rial design. The vignette is presented in the appendix, where the posi-
tion of questions can be also referenced（See the Appendix１）.
The factorial design manipulated in Q２７ is shown in Table―２４. See
Table―２５for the frequencies and the basic statistics values to each ex-
perimental condition.
Table―２３ Participation in Politics and Other Social Activities（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Q２６ Do you go to vote（na-
tional elections, local govern-
ment elections, municipal elec-
tions and so on）？（Make one
choice.）
１．Rarely. ８４ ７．２７
２．Sometimes. ５２ ４．５０
３．It depends. １２９ １１．１７
４．Rather often. ２０４ １７．６６
５．Almost always. ６８６ ５９．３９
Total １，１５５ １００．００ ４．１７ １．２３
NA ５
Table―２４ Factorial Design of Q２７（Arson Case）
Version
Assertiveness of Profes-
sional Judges at the Open-
ing Statement
Leadership by Profession
-al Judges at the Delib-
eration
Guilty or
Not Guilty
A assertive
initiative by professional
judges
not guilty
《Article》
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Table―２４ Factorial Design of Q２７（Arson Case）（continued）
Version
Assertiveness of Profes-
sional Judges at the Open-
ing Statement
Leadership by Profession
-al Judges at the Delib-
eration
Guilty or
Not Guilty
B assertive
initiative by professional
judges
guilty
C assertive
no initiative by profes-
sional judges
not guilty
D assertive
no initiative by profes-
sional judges
guilty
E not assertive
initiative by professional
judges
not guilty
F not assertive
initiative by professional
judges
guilty
G not assertive
no initiative by profes-
sional judges
not guilty
H not assertive
no initiative by profes-
sional judges
guilty
Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）
N ％
Factorial Design A professional judges assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by professional judges at
the deliberation／not guilty
１５４ １３．２８
B professional judges assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by professional judges at
the deliberation／guilty（７-year sentence）
１５８ １３．６２
C professional judges assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by professional judges
at the deliberation／not guilty
１３４ １１．５５
D professional judges assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by professional judges
at the deliberation／guilty（７-year sentence）
１３５ １１．６４
E professional judges not assertive at the open-
ing statement／initiative by professional judges
at the deliberation／not guilty
１４５ １２．５０
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
N ％
Factorial Design F professional judges not assertive at the open-
ing statement／initiative by professional judges
at the deliberation／guilty（７-year sentence）
１４６ １２．５９
G professional judges not assertive at the open-
ing statement／no initiative by professional
judges at the deliberation／not guilty
１４７ １２．６７
H professional judges not assertive at the open-
ing statement／no initiative by professional
judges at the deliberation／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１４１ １２．１６
Total １，１６０ １００．００
Q２７ The following vignette is about an arson attack which was tried by
lay judges. Please read this vignette and answer the questions.
Q２７_１ Do you think this trial has been easy to follow so far for the lay judges chosen by
lot from voters？（Make one choice.）
Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional judges
assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Difficult. ２４ １５．６９
２．Rather difficult. ５１ ３３．３３
３．Cannot decide. ４７ ３０．７２
４．Rather easy. ２４ １５．６９
５．Easy. ７ ４．５８
Total １５３ １００．００ ２．６０ １．０７
NA １
Version B: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／initiative by profession-
al judges at the deliberation／
guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Difficult. ２５ １６．０３
２．Rather difficult. ４５ ２８．８５
３．Cannot decide. ４９ ３１．４１
４．Rather easy. ３６ ２３．０８
５．Easy. １ ０．６４
Total １５６ １００．００ ２．６３ １．０３
NA ２
Version C: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Difficult. １７ １２．７８
２．Rather difficult. ４３ ３２．３３
３．Cannot decide. ４４ ３３．０８
４．Rather easy. ２３ １７．２９
５．Easy. ６ ４．５１
Total １３３ １００．００ ２．６８ １．０５
NA １
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version D: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Difficult. ２４ １７．９１
２．Rather difficult. ４８ ３５．８２
３．Cannot decide. ３７ ２７．６１
４．Rather easy. ２０ １４．９３
５．Easy. ５ ３．７３
Total １３４ １００．００ ２．５１ １．０７
NA １
Version E: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Difficult. ２９ ２０．１４
２．Rather difficult. ５１ ３５．４２
３．Cannot decide. ４３ ２９．８６
４．Rather easy. １８ １２．５０
５．Easy. ３ ２．０８
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．４１ １．０１
NA １
Version F: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty （７-year sen-
tence）
１．Difficult. ３２ ２２．５４
２．Rather difficult. ５７ ４０．１４
３．Cannot decide. ３５ ２４．６５
４．Rather easy. １６ １１．２７
５．Easy. ２ １．４１
Total １４２ １００．００ ２．２９ ０．９９
NA ４
Version G: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Difficult. ３４ ２３．６１
２．Rather difficult. ５９ ４０．９７
３．Cannot decide. ３２ ２２．２２
４．Rather easy. １６ １１．１１
５．Easy. ３ ２．０８
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．２７ １．０１
NA ３
Version H: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Difficult. ２７ １９．２９
２．Rather difficult. ５５ ３９．２９
３．Cannot decide. ３５ ２５．００
４．Rather easy. １８ １２．８６
５．Easy. ５ ３．５７
Total １４０ １００．００ ２．４２ １．０５
NA １
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Q２７_２ Do you think the lay judges could feel free to speak out their own opinions？
（Make one choice.）
Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／initiative by profession-
al judges at the deliberation／
not guilty
１．Don’t think so. ２２ １４．３８
２．Don’t really think so. ６５ ４２．４８
３．Cannot decide. ４９ ３２．０３
４．Think so a little. １６ １０．４６
５．Think so. １ ０．６５
Total １５３ １００．００ ２．４１ ０．８８
NA １
Version B: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／initiative by profession-
al judges at the deliberation／
guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Don’t think so. １９ １２．１０
２．Don’t really think so. ６１ ３８．８５
３．Cannot decide. ６０ ３８．２２
４．Think so a little. １７ １０．８３
５．Think so. ０ ０．００
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．４８ ０．８４
NA １
Version C: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Don’t think so. １０ ７．４６
２．Don’t really think so. ３５ ２６．１２
３．Cannot decide. ５３ ３９．５５
４．Think so a little. ２７ ２０．１５
５．Think so. ９ ６．７２
Total １３４ １００．００ ２．９３ １．０２
NA ０
Version D: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Don’t think so. ７ ５．２２
２．Don’t really think so. ３７ ２７．６１
３．Cannot decide. ４８ ３５．８２
４．Think so a little. ３８ ２８．３６
５．Think so. ４ ２．９９
Total １３４ １００．００ ２．９６ ０．９５
NA １
Version E: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Don’t think so. １７ １２．０６
２．Don’t really think so. ５３ ３７．５９
３．Cannot decide. ５５ ３９．０１
４．Think so a little. １４ ９．９３
５．Think so. ２ １．４２
Total １４１ １００．００ ２．５１ ０．８８
NA ４
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version F: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Don’t think so. １６ １１．１９
２．Don’t really think so. ５１ ３５．６６
３．Cannot decide. ５１ ３５．６６
４．Think so a little. ２０ １３．９９
５．Think so. ５ ３．５０
Total １４３ １００．００ ２．６３ ０．９８
NA ３
Version G: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Don’t think so. １２ ８．３３
２．Don’t really think so. ３７ ２５．６９
３．Cannot decide. ６０ ４１．６７
４．Think so a little. ２９ ２０．１４
５．Think so. ６ ４．１７
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．８６ ０．９７
NA ３
Version H: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Don’t think so. ９ ６．４７
２．Don’t really think so. ４４ ３１．６５
３．Cannot decide. ５１ ３６．６９
４．Think so a little. ３２ ２３．０２
５．Think so. ３ ２．１６
Total １３９ １００．００ ２．８３ ０．９３
NA ２
Q２７_３ Do you think such procedure of deliberation is fair or not？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／initiative by professional
judges at the deliberation／not
guilty
１．Unfair. １２ ７．８４
２．Rather unfair. ３８ ２４．８４
３．Cannot decide. ７７ ５０．３３
４．Rather fair. ２４ １５．６９
５．Fair. ２ １．３１
Total １５３ １００．００ ２．７８ ０．８５
NA １
Version B: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／initiative by professional
judges at the deliberation／
guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Unfair. １５ ９．５５
２．Rather unfair. ３７ ２３．５７
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ５１．５９
４．Rather fair. ２２ １４．０１
５．Fair. ２ １．２７
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．７４ ０．８６
NA １
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version C: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Unfair. １ ０．７５
２．Rather unfair. １８ １３．４３
３．Cannot decide. ６８ ５０．７５
４．Rather fair. ３６ ２６．８７
５．Fair. １１ ８．２１
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．２３ ０．８３
NA ０
Version D: professional judges
assertive at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Unfair. ５ ３．７３
２．Rather unfair. １４ １０．４５
３．Cannot decide. ６２ ４６．２７
４．Rather fair. ４７ ３５．０７
５．Fair. ６ ４．４８
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．２６ ０．８５
NA １
Version E: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Unfair. １４ ９．９３
２．Rather unfair. ２４ １７．０２
３．Cannot decide. ８２ ５８．１６
４．Rather fair. １９ １３．４８
５．Fair. ２ １．４２
Total １４１ １００．００ ２．７９ ０．８５
NA ４
Version F: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Unfair. １１ ７．６４
２．Rather unfair. ２７ １８．７５
３．Cannot decide. ７７ ５３．４７
４．Rather fair. １９ １３．１９
５．Fair. １０ ６．９４
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．９３ ０．９５
NA ２
Version G: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Unfair. ７ ４．８３
２．Rather unfair. ２０ １３．７９
３．Cannot decide. ７７ ５３．１０
４．Rather fair. ３６ ２４．８３
５．Fair. ５ ３．４５
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．０８ ０．８５
NA ２
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version H: professional judges
not assertive at the opening
statement／no initiative by pro-
fessional judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year sentence）
１．Unfair. ２ １．４４
２．Rather unfair. ２１ １５．１１
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ５８．２７
４．Rather fair. ３０ ２１．５８
５．Fair. ５ ３．６０
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．１１ ０．７５
NA ２
Q２７_４ As a whole, do you see this trial was at the initiative of the professional judges or
at the initiative of the lay judges？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: profession-
al judges assertive
at the opening state-
ment／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at
the deliberation／not
guilty
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
１３ ８．５０
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
６７ ４３．７９
３．Cannot decide. ５２ ３３．９９
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１８ １１．７６
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
３ １．９６
Total １５３ １００．００ ２．５５ ０．８８
NA １
Version B: profession-
al judges assertive
at the opening state-
ment／initiative by pro-
fessional judges at
the deliberation／guilty
（７-year sentence）
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
２１ １３．３８
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
６８ ４３．３１
３．Cannot decide. ４８ ３０．５７
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１９ １２．１０
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１ ０．６４
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．４３ ０．８９
NA １
Version C: profession-
al judges assertive
at the opening state-
ment／no initiative by
professional judges
at the deliberation／
not guilty
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
３ ２．２４
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
４２ ３１．３４
３．Cannot decide. ７０ ５２．２４
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１４ １０．４５
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
５ ３．７３
Total １３４ １００．００ ２．８２ ０．７９
NA ０
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version D: profes-
sional judges asser-
tive at the opening
statement／no initia-
tive by professional
judges at the delib-
eration／guilty（７-year
sentence）
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
２ １．５０
２．Rather at the initiative of the
professional judges.
４５ ３３．８３
３．Cannot decide. ６１ ４５．８６
４．Rather at the initiative of the
lay judges.
２４ １８．０５
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１ ０．７５
Total １３３ １００．００ ２．８３ ０．７６
NA ２
Version E: profes-
sional judges not as-
sertive at the open-
ing statement／initia-
tive by professional
judges at the delib-
eration／not guilty
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
１１ ７．８６
２．Rather at the initiative of the
professional judges.
５２ ３７．１４
３．Cannot decide. ６２ ４４．２９
４．Rather at the initiative of the
lay judges.
１４ １０．００
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１ ０．７１
Total １４０ １００．００ ２．５９ ０．８１
NA ５
Version F: profes-
sional judges not as-
sertive at the open-
ing statement／ in-
itiative by profes-
sional judges at the
deliberation ／ guilty
（７-year sentence）
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
１３ ９．０３
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
６２ ４３．０６
３．Cannot decide. ５０ ３４．７２
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１６ １１．１１
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
３ ２．０８
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．５４ ０．８８
NA ２
Version G: profes-
sional judges not as-
sertive at the open-
ing statement／no
initiative by profes-
sional judges at the
deliberation／not guilty
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
８ ５．５６
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
４４ ３０．５６
３．Cannot decide. ７２ ５０．００
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１８ １２．５０
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
２ １．３９
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．７４ ０．８０
NA ３
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version H: profes-
sional judges not as-
sertive at the open-
ing statement／no in-
itiative by profession-
al judges at the de-
liberation／guilty（７-
year sentence）
１．Definitely at the initiative of
the professional judges.
４ ２．９２
２．Rather at the initiative of
the professional judges.
５６ ４０．８８
３．Cannot decide. ５８ ４２．３４
４．Rather at the initiative of
the lay judges.
１７ １２．４１
５．Definitely at the initiative of
the lay judges.
２ １．４６
Total １３７ １００．００ ２．６９ ０．７８
NA ４
Q２７_５ How much do you think the opinions of the lay judges were reflected on the result
of this trial？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／not
guilty
１．Not reflected. ６ ３．９２
２．Not reflected very much. ３７ ２４．１８
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ５２．９４
４．Reflected a little. ２８ １８．３０
５．Reflected. １ ０．６５
Total １５３ １００．００ ２．８８ ０．７７
NA １
Version B: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／guilty
（７-year sentence）
１．Not reflected. １１ ７．０１
２．Not reflected very much. ４６ ２９．３０
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ４７．１３
４．Reflected a little. ２５ １５．９２
５．Reflected. １ ０．６４
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．７４ ０．８３
NA １
Version C: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no in-
itiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Not reflected. ２ １．４９
２．Not reflected very much. ２６ １９．４０
３．Cannot decide. ６９ ５１．４９
４．Reflected a little. ３２ ２３．８８
５．Reflected. ５ ３．７３
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．０９ ０．８０
NA ０
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version D: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Not reflected. ２ １．５０
２．Not reflected very much. １４ １０．５３
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ５５．６４
４．Reflected a little. ４０ ３０．０８
５．Reflected. ３ ２．２６
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．２１ ０．７２
NA ２
Version E: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Not reflected. ７ ５．００
２．Not reflected very much. ３１ ２２．１４
３．Cannot decide. ７９ ５６．４３
４．Reflected a little. ２１ １５．００
５．Reflected. ２ １．４３
Total １４０ １００．００ ２．７６ ０．７８
NA ５
Version F: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Not reflected. ５ ３．４７
２．Not reflected very much. ３５ ２４．３１
３．Cannot decide. ６３ ４３．７５
４．Reflected a little. ３９ ２７．０８
５．Reflected. ２ １．３９
Total １４４ １００．００ ２．９９ ０．８４
NA ２
Version G: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／not guilty
１．Not reflected. ２ １．３８
２．Not reflected very much. ２６ １７．９３
３．Cannot decide. ８８ ６０．６９
４．Reflected a little. ２６ １７．９３
５．Reflected. ３ ２．０７
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．０１ ０．７１
NA ２
Version H: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／guilty（７-year
sentence）
１．Not reflected. ２ １．４４
２．Not reflected very much. ３０ ２１．５８
３．Cannot decide. ７３ ５２．５２
４．Reflected a little. ３４ ２４．４６
５．Reflected. ０ ０．００
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．００ ０．７２
NA ２
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Q２７_６ Do you think the procedure of this trial was fair or not？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／not
guilty
１．Unfair. ６ ３．９２
２．Rather unfair. １５ ９．８０
３．Cannot decide. ９７ ６３．４０
４．Rather fair. ３３ ２１．５７
５．Fair. ２ １．３１
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．０７ ０．７２
NA １
Version B: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／guilty
（７-year sentence）
１．Unfair. １１ ７．０１
２．Rather unfair. ２２ １４．０１
３．Cannot decide. ９３ ５９．２４
４．Rather fair. ２９ １８．４７
５．Fair. ２ １．２７
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．９２ ０．８１
NA １
Version C: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no in-
itiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Unfair. ２ １．４９
２．Rather unfair. １９ １４．１８
３．Cannot decide. ７８ ５８．２１
４．Rather fair. ３０ ２２．３９
５．Fair. ５ ３．７３
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．１３ ０．７５
NA ０
Version D: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no in-
itiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Unfair. １ ０．７６
２．Rather unfair. ７ ５．３４
３．Cannot decide. ７８ ５９．５４
４．Rather fair. ４０ ３０．５３
５．Fair. ５ ３．８２
Total １３１ １００．００ ３．３１ ０．６７
NA ４
Version E: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Unfair. ５ ３．５５
２．Rather unfair. ２８ １９．８６
３．Cannot decide. ８３ ５８．８７
４．Rather fair. １９ １３．４８
５．Fair. ６ ４．２６
Total １４１ １００．００ ２．９５ ０．８１
NA ４
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version F: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Unfair. ５ ３．４７
２．Rather unfair. １８ １２．５０
３．Cannot decide. ８４ ５８．３３
４．Rather fair. ３２ ２２．２２
５．Fair. ５ ３．４７
Total １４４ １００．００ ３．１０ ０．７９
NA ２
Version G: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／not guilty
１．Unfair. ４ ２．７６
２．Rather unfair. １９ １３．１０
３．Cannot decide. ９９ ６８．２８
４．Rather fair. ２０ １３．７９
５．Fair. ３ ２．０７
Total １４５ １００．００ ２．９９ ０．６８
NA ２
Version H: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／guilty（７-year
sentence）
１．Unfair. １ ０．７２
２．Rather unfair. １１ ７．９１
３．Cannot decide. ９１ ６５．４７
４．Rather fair. ３４ ２４．４６
５．Fair. ２ １．４４
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．１８ ０．６２
NA ２
Q２７_７ Was the result of this trial acceptable or not？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／not
guilty
１．Not acceptable. ７ ４．６１
２．Not very acceptable. ３２ ２１．０５
３．Cannot decide. ８９ ５８．５５
４．Acceptable a little. ２１ １３．８２
５．Acceptable. ３ １．９７
Total １５２ １００．００ ２．８８ ０．７８
NA ２
Version B: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／initia-
tive by professional judges
at the deliberation／guilty
（７-year sentence）
１．Not acceptable. ９ ５．７３
２．Not very acceptable. ２３ １４．６５
３．Cannot decide. ９１ ５７．９６
４．Acceptable a little. ３２ ２０．３８
５．Acceptable. ２ １．２７
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．９７ ０．８０
NA １
《Article》
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Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version C: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no in-
itiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Not acceptable. ７ ５．２６
２．Not very acceptable. ３０ ２２．５６
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ５５．６４
４．Acceptable a little. １７ １２．７８
５．Acceptable. ５ ３．７６
Total １３３ １００．００ ２．８７ ０．８４
NA １
Version D: professional
judges assertive at the
opening statement／no in-
itiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Not acceptable. ５ ３．７６
２．Not very acceptable. １４ １０．５３
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ５５．６４
４．Acceptable a little. ３９ ２９．３２
５．Acceptable. １ ０．７５
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．１３ ０．７５
NA ２
Version E: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／not guilty
１．Not acceptable. ９ ６．３８
２．Not very acceptable. ３３ ２３．４０
３．Cannot decide. ７１ ５０．３５
４．Acceptable a little. ２５ １７．７３
５．Acceptable. ３ ２．１３
Total １４１ １００．００ ２．８６ ０．８６
NA ４
Version F: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
initiative by professional
judges at the delibera-
tion／guilty（７-year sen-
tence）
１．Not acceptable. ８ ５．５６
２．Not very acceptable. １６ １１．１１
３．Cannot decide. ８１ ５６．２５
４．Acceptable a little. ３３ ２２．９２
５．Acceptable. ６ ４．１７
Total １４４ １００．００ ３．０９ ０．８５
NA ２
Version G: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／not guilty
１．Not acceptable. ６ ４．１４
２．Not very acceptable. ２８ １９．３１
３．Cannot decide. ８４ ５７．９３
４．Acceptable a little. ２３ １５．８６
５．Acceptable. ４ ２．７６
Total １４５ １００．００ ２．９４ ０．７９
NA ２
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２０．Scenario Experiment（２）
In Q２８, the process of a lay judge trial is again described in a vi-
gnette（the case of this scenario is homicide）. The manipulated factors
are whether the professional judges’opinion or the lay judges’opinion
was adopted for the fact finding, the interpretation of law, and the
sentencing. The manipulations are３factors×２levels, thus there are８
versions（２×２×２）based on the factorial design. After a description
of the fact finding, the interpretation of law, and the sentencing in the
vignette, the respondents were asked to evaluate this trial from vari-
ous points of view at each stage of the process（Q２８_１to Q２８_９）. The
vignette is presented in the appendix, where the position of questions
can be also referenced（See the Appendix２）.
The factorial design manipulated in Q２８ is shown in Table―２６. See
Table―２７for the frequencies and the basic statistics values to each ex-
perimental condition.
Table―２５ Scenario Experiment（１）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version H: professional
judges not assertive at
the opening statement／
no initiative by profes-
sional judges at the de-
liberation／guilty（７-year
sentence）
１．Not acceptable. ２ １．４４
２．Not very acceptable. ２２ １５．８３
３．Cannot decide. ７５ ５３．９６
４．Acceptable a little. ３８ ２７．３４
５．Acceptable. ２ １．４４
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．１２ ０．７３
NA ２
Table―２６ Factorial Design Q２８（Hunting Rifle Murder Case）
Version View on the MurderousIntention Crime Sentencing
A
with murderous inten-
tion（professional judges’
view）
crime of homicide（pro-
fessional judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
B
with murderous inten-
tion（professional judges’
view）
crime of homicide（pro-
fessional judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
C
with murderous inten-
tion（professional judges’
view）
crime of homicide（lay
judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
《Article》
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Table―２６ Factorial Design Q２８（Hunting Rifle Murder Case）（continued）
Version View on the MurderousIntention Crime Sentencing
D
with murderous inten-
tion（professional judges’
view）
crime of homicide（lay
judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
E with murderous inten-tion（lay judges’view）
crime of homicide（pro-
fessional judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
F with murderous inten-tion（lay judges’view）
crime of homicide（pro-
fessional judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
G with murderous inten-tion（lay judges’view）
crime of homicide（lay
judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
H with murderous inten-tion（lay judges’view）
crime of homicide（lay
judges’view）
penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）
N ％
Factorial Design A with murderous intention（professional judges’
view）／criminal homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for １０ years（profes-
sional judges’view）
１５４ １３．２８
B with murderous intention（professional judges’
view）／criminal homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０years（lay judges’
view）
１５８ １３．６２
C with murderous intention（professional judges’
view）／criminal homicide（lay judges’view）／
penal servitude for１０years（professional judges’
view）
１３４ １１．５５
D with murderous intention（professional judges’
view）／criminal homicide（lay judges’view）／
penal servitude for １０ years （lay judges’
view）
１３５ １１．６４
E with murderous intention（lay judges’view）／
criminal homicide（professional judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０ years（professional
judges’view）
１４５ １２．５０
F with murderous intention（lay judges’view）／
criminal homicide（professional judges’view）／
penal servitude for １０ years （lay judges’
view）
１４６ １２．５９
G with murderous intention（lay judges’view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’view）／penal
servitude for １０ years（professional judges’
view）
１４７ １２．６７
H with murderous intention（lay judges’view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（lay judges’view）
１４１ １２．１６
Total １，１６０ １００．００
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Q２８ The following vignette is about a murder case which was tried by lay judges.
Please read the vignette and make one choice that is closest to your opinion.
Q２８_１ （１）Which pleading seems more persuasive, defendant X’s or the prosecutor’s？
（Make one choice．）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（pro-
fessional judges’view
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. ０ ０．００
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
１３ ８．５０
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ３６．６０
４．The prosecutors’seems
a little more persua-
sive.
７０ ４５．７５
５．The prosecutors’seems
more persuasive. １４ ９．１５
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．５６ ０．７８
NA １
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years （lay
judges’view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. １ ０．６４
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
９ ５．７３
３．Cannot decide. ６３ ４０．１３
４．The prosecutors’seems
a little more persua-
sive.
７３ ４６．５０
５．The prosecutors’seems
more persuasive. １１ ７．０１
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．５４ ０．７４
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. １ ０．７５
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
１１ ８．２１
３．Cannot decide. ５４ ４０．３０
４．The prosecutors’seems
a little more persua-
sive.
５１ ３８．０６
５．The prosecutors’seems
more persuasive. １７ １２．６９
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．５４ ０．８５
NA ０
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. ０ ０．００
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
５ ３．７６
３．Cannot decide. ４９ ３６．８４
４．The prosecutors’see-
ms a little more per-
suasive.
６１ ４５．８６
５．The prosecutors’see-
ms more persuasive. １８ １３．５３
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．６９ ０．７５
NA ２
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. １ ０．７１
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
５ ３．５７
３．Cannot decide. ６６ ４７．１４
４．The prosecutors’seems
a little more persua-
sive.
５９ ４２．１４
５．The prosecutors’seems
more persuasive. ９ ６．４３
Total １４０ １００．００ ３．５０ ０．７１
NA ５
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. ０ ０．００
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
９ ６．２９
３．Cannot decide. ６０ ４１．９６
４．The prosecutors’see-
ms a little more per-
suasive.
６２ ４３．３６
５．The prosecutors’see-
ms more persuasive. １２ ８．３９
Total １４３ １００．００ ３．５４ ０．７４
NA ３
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version G
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. ４ ２．７６
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
４ ２．７６
３．Cannot decide. ６１ ４２．０７
４．The prosecutors’see-
ms a little more per-
suasive.
５１ ３５．１７
５．The prosecutors’see-
ms more persuasive. ２５ １７．２４
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．６１ ０．９０
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（lay judges’view）
１．Defendant X’s seems
more persuasive. ０ ０．００
２．Defendant X’s seems
a little more persua-
sive.
５ ３．６２
３．Cannot decide. ５４ ３９．１３
４．The prosecutors’see-
ms a little more per-
suasive.
６５ ４７．１０
５．The prosecutors’see-
ms more persuasive. １４ １０．１４
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．６４ ０．７１
NA ３
Q２８_２ Is this conclusion regarding the murderous intention acceptable or not？（Make
one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’ view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years（profes-
sional judges’view
１．Not acceptable. １１ ７．１９
２．Not very acceptable. ２０ １３．０７
３．Cannot decide. ５４ ３５．２９
４．Acceptable a little. ６０ ３９．２２
５．Acceptable. ８ ５．２３
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．２２ ０．９９
NA １
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years （lay
judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １１ ７．０１
２．Not very acceptable. ２０ １２．７４
３．Cannot decide. ５２ ３３．１２
４．Acceptable a little. ６５ ４１．４０
５．Acceptable. ９ ５．７３
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．２６ １．００
NA １
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. ６ ４．４８
２．Not very acceptable. １１ ８．２１
３．Cannot decide. ５９ ４４．０３
４．Acceptable a little. ４５ ３３．５８
５．Acceptable. １３ ９．７０
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．３６ ０．９３
NA ０
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ４ ３．０３
２．Not very acceptable. ２１ １５．９１
３．Cannot decide. ４３ ３２．５８
４．Acceptable a little. ５８ ４３．９４
５．Acceptable. ６ ４．５５
Total １３２ １００．００ ３．３１ ０．９０
NA ３
Version E
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. ８ ５．８４
２．Not very acceptable. ２１ １５．３３
３．Cannot decide. ６０ ４３．８０
４．Acceptable a little. ４２ ３０．６６
５．Acceptable. ６ ４．３８
Total １３７ １００．００ ３．１２ ０．９３
NA ８
Version F
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ７ ４．８６
２．Not very acceptable. １７ １１．８１
３．Cannot decide. ４８ ３３．３３
４．Acceptable a little. ５７ ３９．５８
５．Acceptable. １５ １０．４２
Total １４４ １００．００ ３．３９ ０．９９
NA ２
Version G
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（professional judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ３ ２．０８
２．Not very acceptable. １８ １２．５０
３．Cannot decide. ５８ ４０．２８
４．Acceptable a little. ５１ ３５．４２
５．Acceptable. １４ ９．７２
Total １４４ １００．００
NA ３ ３．３８ ０．９０
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version H
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ３ ２．１６
２．Not very acceptable. １７ １２．２３
３．Cannot decide. ５１ ３６．６９
４．Acceptable a little. ５５ ３９．５７
５．Acceptable. １３ ９．３５
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．４２ ０．９０
NA ２
Q２８_３ Do you think it is appropriate that the panel of lay judges and professional judges
decide whether there was a murderous intention or not, through discussion？（Make one
choice.））
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（pro-
fessional judges’view
１．Not appropriate. １０ ６．５４
２．Not very appropriate. ２１ １３．７３
３．Cannot decide. ５４ ３５．２９
４．Appropriate a little. ５４ ３５．２９
５．Appropriate. １４ ９．１５
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．２７ １．０３
NA １
Version B
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for １０ years（lay
judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ６ ３．８５
２．Not very appropriate. ２４ １５．３８
３．Cannot decide. ５３ ３３．９７
４．Appropriate a little. ５９ ３７．８２
５．Appropriate. １４ ８．９７
Total １５６ １００．００ ３．３３ ０．９７
NA ２
Version C
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. ５ ３．７３
２．Not very appropriate. ２２ １６．４２
３．Cannot decide. ４８ ３５．８２
４．Appropriate a little. ４４ ３２．８４
５．Appropriate. １５ １１．１９
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．３１ １．００
NA ０
Version D
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ２ １．５０
２．Not very appropriate. １９ １４．２９
３．Cannot decide. ６１ ４５．８６
４．Appropriate a little. ３９ ２９．３２
５．Appropriate. １２ ９．０２
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．３０ ０．８８
NA ２
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version E
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. ７ ５．０７
２．Not very appropriate. ２６ １８．８４
３．Cannot decide. ４５ ３２．６１
４．Appropriate a little. ４６ ３３．３３
５．Appropriate. １４ １０．１４
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．２５ １．０４
NA ７
Version F
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ９ ６．２５
２．Not very appropriate. １９ １３．１９
３．Cannot decide. ４７ ３２．６４
４．Appropriate a little. ５０ ３４．７２
５．Appropriate. １９ １３．１９
Total １４４ １００．００ ３．３５ １．０７
NA ２
Version G
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. １０ ６．９０
２．Not very appropriate. ２１ １４．４８
３．Cannot decide. ４８ ３３．１０
４．Appropriate a little. ５０ ３４．４８
５．Appropriate. １６ １１．０３
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．２８ １．０７
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ５ ３．６０
２．Not very appropriate. ２３ １６．５５
３．Cannot decide. ４１ ２９．５０
４．Appropriate a little. ６０ ４３．１７
５．Appropriate. １０ ７．１９
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．３４ ０．９６
NA ２
Q２８_４ Is this conclusion regarding what crime the defendant X committed acceptable or
not?
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（pro-
fessional judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １２ ７．８４
２．Not very acceptable. ２７ １７．６５
３．Cannot decide. ４５ ２９．４１
４．Acceptable a little. ５５ ３５．９５
５．Acceptable. １４ ９．１５
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．２１ １．０９
NA １
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version B
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for １０ years（lay
judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ９ ５．７３
２．Not very acceptable. ３１ １９．７５
３．Cannot decide. ４４ ２８．０３
４．Acceptable a little. ６０ ３８．２２
５．Acceptable. １３ ８．２８
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．２４ １．０５
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. ６ ４．４８
２．Not very acceptable. ２１ １５．６７
３．Cannot decide. ４３ ３２．０９
４．Acceptable a little. ４５ ３３．５８
５．Acceptable. １９ １４．１８
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．３７ １．０５
NA ０
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ６ ４．５５
２．Not very acceptable. ２５ １８．９４
３．Cannot decide. ４３ ３２．５８
４．Acceptable a little. ４７ ３５．６１
５．Acceptable. １１ ８．３３
Total １３２ １００．００ ３．２４ １．０１
NA ３
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. ７ ５．０４
２．Not very acceptable. １８ １２．９５
３．Cannot decide. ５４ ３８．８５
４．Acceptable a little. ４５ ３２．３７
５．Acceptable. １５ １０．７９
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．３１ １．００
NA ６
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ７ ４．９０
２．Not very acceptable. ２４ １６．７８
３．Cannot decide. ３６ ２５．１７
４．Acceptable a little. ５６ ３９．１６
５．Acceptable. ２０ １３．９９
Total １４３ １００．００ ３．４１ １．０８
NA ３
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version G
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（professional judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ６ ４．１４
２．Not very acceptable. ２０ １３．７９
３．Cannot decide. ５１ ３５．１７
４．Acceptable a little. ４５ ３１．０３
５．Acceptable. ２３ １５．８６
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．４１ １．０４
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ２ １．４５
２．Not very acceptable. ２３ １６．６７
３．Cannot decide. ３６ ２６．０９
４．Acceptable a little. ５４ ３９．１３
５．Acceptable. ２３ １６．６７
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．５３ １．０１
NA ３
Q２８_５ Do you think it is appropriate that a deliberation（discussion）by a panel of six lay
judges and three professional judges decide what crime defendant X is to be charged
with？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years（profes-
sional judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. １１ ７．２４
２．Not very appropriate. １３ ８．５５
３．Cannot decide. ５８ ３８．１６
４．Appropriate a little. ５７ ３７．５０
５．Appropriate. １３ ８．５５
Total １５２ １００．００ ３．３２ １．００
NA ２
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for１０years（lay judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. ２ １．２７
２．Not very appropriate. ２１ １３．３８
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ３５．６７
４．Appropriate a little. ６３ ４０．１３
５．Appropriate. １５ ９．５５
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．４３ ０．８９
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. １１ ８．２１
２．Not very appropriate. １７ １２．６９
３．Cannot decide. ４７ ３５．０７
４．Appropriate a little. ４３ ３２．０９
５．Appropriate. １６ １１．９４
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．２７ １．０９
NA ０
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ３ ２．２６
２．Not very appropriate. １１ ８．２７
３．Cannot decide. ５９ ４４．３６
４．Appropriate a little. ４４ ３３．０８
５．Appropriate. １６ １２．０３
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．４４ ０．８９
NA ２
Version E
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. ４ ２．８８
２．Not very appropriate. １５ １０．７９
３．Cannot decide. ５８ ４１．７３
４．Appropriate a little. ４９ ３５．２５
５．Appropriate. １３ ９．３５
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．３７ ０．９０
NA ６
Version F
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide （professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ８ ５．６３
２．Not very appropriate. １２ ８．４５
３．Cannot decide. ５１ ３５．９２
４．Appropriate a little. ５５ ３８．７３
５．Appropriate. １６ １１．２７
Total １４２ １００．００ ３．４２ ０．９９
NA ４
Version G
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（professional judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ６ ４．１４
２．Not very appropriate. １４ ９．６６
３．Cannot decide. ５８ ４０．００
４．Appropriate a little. ５２ ３５．８６
５．Appropriate. １５ １０．３４
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．３９ ０．９４
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ３ ２．１７
２．Not very appropriate. １４ １０．１４
３．Cannot decide. ４６ ３３．３３
４．Appropriate a little. ５５ ３９．８６
５．Appropriate. ２０ １４．４９
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．５４ ０．９４
NA ３
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Q２８_６ Is the conclusion regarding an appropriate sentence toward defendant X accept-
able or not？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years（profes-
sional judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １９ １２．３４
２．Not very acceptable. ４２ ２７．２７
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ３６．３６
４．Acceptable a little. ３２ ２０．７８
５．Acceptable. ５ ３．２５
Total １５４ １００．００ ２．７５ １．０３
NA ０
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years （lay
judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １４ ８．９２
２．Not very acceptable. ３１ １９．７５
３．Cannot decide. ７１ ４５．２２
４．Acceptable a little. ３４ ２１．６６
５．Acceptable. ７ ４．４６
Total １５７ １００．００ ２．９３ ０．９８
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. １３ ９．７７
２．Not very acceptable. ３６ ２７．０７
３．Cannot decide. ４９ ３６．８４
４．Acceptable a little. ２６ １９．５５
５．Acceptable. ９ ６．７７
Total １３３ １００．００ ２．８６ １．０６
NA １
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. ９ ６．７７
２．Not very acceptable. ３５ ２６．３２
３．Cannot decide. ６３ ４７．３７
４．Acceptable a little. ２３ １７．２９
５．Acceptable. ３ ２．２６
Total １３３ １００．００ ２．８２ ０．８８
NA ２
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. １３ ９．３５
２．Not very acceptable. ２７ １９．４２
３．Cannot decide. ６４ ４６．０４
４．Acceptable a little. ３１ ２２．３０
５．Acceptable. ４ ２．８８
Total １３９ １００．００ ２．９０ ０．９５
NA ６
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １３ ９．１５
２．Not very acceptable. ３５ ２４．６５
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ３９．４４
４．Acceptable a little. ３３ ２３．２４
５．Acceptable. ５ ３．５２
Total １４２ １００．００ ２．８７ ０．９９
NA ４
Version G
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not acceptable. １３ ８．９７
２．Not very acceptable. ３２ ２２．０７
３．Cannot decide. ６７ ４６．２１
４．Acceptable a little. ３１ ２１．３８
５．Acceptable. ２ １．３８
Total １４５ １００．００ ２．８４ ０．９１
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not acceptable. １５ １０．７９
２．Not very acceptable. ３８ ２７．３４
３．Cannot decide. ５９ ４２．４５
４．Acceptable a little. ２３ １６．５５
５．Acceptable. ４ ２．８８
Total １３９ １００．００ ２．７３ ０．９６
NA ２
Q２８_７ Do you think it is appropriate that a panel of lay judges and professional judges
decides a sentence toward defendant X？（Make one choice.）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（pro-
fessional judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. １４ ９．０９
２．Not very appropriate. ２３ １４．９４
３．Cannot decide. ５９ ３８．３１
４．Appropriate a little. ４８ ３１．１７
５．Appropriate. １０ ６．４９
Total １５４ １００．００ ３．１１ １．０４
NA ０
Version B
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for １０ years（lay
judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ７ ４．４６
２．Not very appropriate. ２２ １４．０１
３．Cannot decide. ６２ ３９．４９
４．Appropriate a little. ５４ ３４．３９
５．Appropriate. １２ ７．６４
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．２７ ０．９５
NA １
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. １３ ９．７７
２．Not very appropriate. １４ １０．５３
３．Cannot decide. ５２ ３９．１０
４．Appropriate a little. ４４ ３３．０８
５．Appropriate. １０ ７．５２
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．１８ １．０５
NA １
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ４ ３．０１
２．Not very appropriate. １７ １２．７８
３．Cannot decide. ６２ ４６．６２
４．Appropriate a little. ４２ ３１．５８
５．Appropriate. ８ ６．０２
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．２５ ０．８７
NA ２
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not appropriate. ４ ２．８８
２．Not very appropriate. １８ １２．９５
３．Cannot decide. ５７ ４１．０１
４．Appropriate a little. ４８ ３４．５３
５．Appropriate. １２ ８．６３
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．３３ ０．９１
NA ６
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ７ ４．９３
２．Not very appropriate. ２６ １８．３１
３．Cannot decide. ４１ ２８．８７
４．Appropriate a little. ５３ ３７．３２
５．Appropriate. １５ １０．５６
Total １４２ １００．００ ３．３０ １．０５
NA ４
Version G
with murderous intention（lay
judges’view）／criminal homi-
cide（lay judges’view）／pe-
nal servitude for １０ years
（professional judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ５ ３．４５
２．Not very appropriate. １８ １２．４１
３．Cannot decide. ５７ ３９．３１
４．Appropriate a little. ５５ ３７．９３
５．Appropriate. １０ ６．９０
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．３２ ０．９０
NA ２
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version H
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／ criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not appropriate. ５ ３．６０
２．Not very appropriate. ２３ １６．５５
３．Cannot decide. ４６ ３３．０９
４．Appropriate a little. ５６ ４０．２９
５．Appropriate. ９ ６．４７
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．２９ ０．９４
NA ２
Q２８_８ Do you think the deliberation（the discussion among the lay judges and the pro-
fessional judges）of this criminal trial of defendant X is reliable as a whole?
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide （profes-
sional judges’view）／penal
servitude for１０years（pro-
fessional judges’view）
１．Not reliable. ８ ５．２３
２．Not very reliable. １８ １１．７６
３．Cannot decide. ７３ ４７．７１
４．Reliable a little. ４７ ３０．７２
５．Reliable. ７ ４．５８
Total １５３ １００．００ ３．１８ ０．８９
NA １
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’ view）／penal servi-
tude for１０years（lay judges’
view）
１．Not reliable. ４ ２．５５
２．Not very reliable. ２７ １７．２０
３．Cannot decide. ６２ ３９．４９
４．Reliable a little. ６２ ３９．４９
５．Reliable. ２ １．２７
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．２０ ０．８３
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’ view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not reliable. ７ ５．２６
２．Not very reliable. １３ ９．７７
３．Cannot decide. ６３ ４７．３７
４．Reliable a little. ４５ ３３．８３
５．Reliable. ５ ３．７６
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．２１ ０．８７
NA １
Version D
with murderous intention
（professional judges’view）／
criminal homicide（lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not reliable. １ ０．７６
２．Not very reliable. ２１ １５．９１
３．Cannot decide. ６３ ４７．７３
４．Reliable a little. ４３ ３２．５８
５．Reliable. ４ ３．０３
Total １３２ １００．００ ３．２１ ０．７７
NA ３
《Article》
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not reliable. ４ ２．９０
２．Not very reliable. １９ １３．７７
３．Cannot decide. ６６ ４７．８３
４．Reliable a little. ４１ ２９．７１
５．Reliable. ８ ５．８０
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．２２ ０．８６
NA ７
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not reliable. ７ ４．９０
２．Not very reliable. １１ ７．６９
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ３９．１６
４．Reliable a little. ５９ ４１．２６
５．Reliable. １０ ６．９９
Total １４３ １００．００ ３．３８ ０．９１
NA ３
Version G
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．Not reliable. ２ １．３８
２．Not very reliable. １３ ８．９７
３．Cannot decide. ７２ ４９．６６
４．Reliable a little. ５５ ３７．９３
５．Reliable. ３ ２．０７
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．３０ ０．７２
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for １０
years（lay judges’view）
１．Not reliable. ４ ２．８８
２．Not very reliable. １７ １２．２３
３．Cannot decide. ５６ ４０．２９
４．Reliable a little. ５８ ４１．７３
５．Reliable. ４ ２．８８
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．２９ ０．８３
NA ２
Q２８_９ If you were in the situation of defendant X, which trial would you choose, a trial
by lay judges or a trial by professional judges alone?
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version A
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’ view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years（profes-
sional judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ８ ５．１９
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. ２１ １３．６４
３．Cannot decide. ８０ ５１．９５
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ３４ ２２．０８
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １１ ７．１４
Total １５４ １００．００ ３．１２ ０．９２
NA ０
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Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version B
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （professional
judges’view）／penal servi-
tude for １０ years （lay
judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ４ ２．５５
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. ２２ １４．０１
３．Cannot decide. １０２ ６４．９７
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ２６ １６．５６
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. ３ １．９１
Total １５７ １００．００ ３．０１ ０．７０
NA １
Version C
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ３ ２．２６
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. １１ ８．２７
３．Cannot decide. ７５ ５６．３９
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ２９ ２１．８０
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １５ １１．２８
Total １３３ １００．００ ３．３２ ０．８７
NA １
Version D
with murderous intention（pro-
fessional judges’view）／crimi-
nal homicide （lay judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ５ ３．７３
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. １４ １０．４５
３．Cannot decide. ７０ ５２．２４
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ３４ ２５．３７
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １１ ８．２１
Total １３４ １００．００ ３．２４ ０．８９
NA １
Version E
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（professional judges’
view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ５ ３．６０
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. １７ １２．２３
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ５３．２４
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ３１ ２２．３０
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １２ ８．６３
Total １３９ １００．００ ３．２０ ０．８９
NA ６
《Article》
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２１．Demographic Factors
The questions following F asked the respondents’gender, birth
year and month, income, educational background, and job. See Tables―
１and２for gender and age, where they are presented along with de-
signed samples. See Table―２８for income, educational background and
job.
※The variable name of this question is not printed in this table.
Table―２７ Scenario Experiment（２）（continued）
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Version F
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（professional judges’
view）／penal servitude for１０
years（lay judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ４ ２．８０
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. １８ １２．５９
３．Cannot decide. ８２ ５７．３４
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ２３ １６．０８
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １６ １１．１９
Total １４３ １００．００ ３．２０ ０．９０
NA ３
Version G
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for１０years
（professional judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ４ ２．７６
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. １３ ８．９７
３．Cannot decide. ７９ ５４．４８
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ３７ ２５．５２
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. １２ ８．２８
Total １４５ １００．００ ３．２８ ０．８５
NA ２
Version H
with murderous intention
（lay judges’view）／criminal
homicide（lay judges’view）
／penal servitude for１０years
（lay judges’view）
１．A trial by lay judges. ４ ２．９０
２．Maybe a trial by lay
judges. ２０ １４．４９
３．Cannot decide. ７４ ５３．６２
４．Maybe a trial by pro-
fessional judges alone. ３３ ２３．９１
５．A trial by profession-
al judges alone. ７ ５．０７
Total １３８ １００．００ ３．１４ ０．８３
NA ３
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２２．Pros and Cons of Lay Judge System
At the end of this survey, the respondents were asked whether or
not they accept the lay judge system. They were asked to choose the
response from five scale choices. See Table―２９for the frequencies and
the basic statistics values.
Table―２８ Demographic Factors
Question Choices N ％
F３ What is your an-
nual household income
before tax？（Make one
choice.）
１．Less than３million yen ２８４ ２４．４８
２．Less than５million yen ３４４ ２９．６６
３．Less than７million yen ２１６ １８．６２
４．Less than１０million yen １４２ １２．２４
５．１０million yen or over ９１ ７．８４
Sub total １，０７７ ９２．８４
NA ８３ ７．１６
Total １，１６０ １００．００
Question Choices N ％
F４ What was the last
school you completed？
（Make one choice.）
１．Elementary／Junior High １６０ １３．７９
２．Senior High ５６７ ４８．８８
３．Junior College／Technical College ２０８ １７．９３
４．College or University／Graduate ２１３ １８．３６
５．Others １ ０．０９
Sub total １，１４９ ９９．０５
NA １１ ０．９５
Total １，１６０ １００．００
Question Choices N ％
F５ What is your pre-
sent job？（Make one
choice.）
１．Management／Executive ５１ ４．４０
２．Full-time ３８５ ３３．１９
３．Part-time ２０８ １７．９３
４．Dispatched ２１ １．８１
５．Self-employed １０２ ８．７９
６．Family ３８ ３．２８
７．Side job at home １１ ０．９５
８．Student ２０ １．７２
９．Housewife／Househusband １８５ １５．９５
１０．No job １１２ ９．６６
１１．Others １０ ０．８６
Sub total １，１４３ ９８．５３
NA １７ １．４７
Total １，１６０ １００．００
《Article》
２１６（６９）
Note
 This survey is partly based on“Study of Criminal Law Study and Psychol-
ogy―To Develop the Psychology of the Criminal Court”（２００７―２０１０, Coordina-
tor: Yuji Shiratori）, supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research（A）of the
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
 In this grant research, besides the analyses of the two nationwide surveys, we
have plans; the examination of the user evaluations toward lay judge trials, the
study in order to develop the skill of the lay judge trial operation, and the survey
on the attorneys’attitudes toward lay judge trials and their behavioral tendency.
 To be exact, those who were born between February１st of１９３８and January
３１st of１９８８.
 Hamai（２００７）reported the comparison of a self-administered style and a face-
to-face style. In his survey, the collection rate of a face-to-face style was５３．１％,
while that of a self-administered style was６７．７％（This implementation of his
survey was also commissioned to Central Research Services, Inc. or Chuo Chosa
Sha）. His survey was concerning victimized experience, and in such surveys the
respondents often feel uneasy answering directly to interviewers. Thus, some
considerations in this regard must be taken. However, we can presume that the
collection rate of a self-administered style survey is generally higher than that of
a face-to-face style survey.
 Civic power means the influence on politics by citizens. More specifically, it is
whether or not citizens recognize that political elites do not administer the af-
fairs of state, but citizens themselves take the initiative. Votes, demonstrations,
and election campaigns are the examples. See the references for further informa-
tion.
Table―２９ Pros and Cons of Lay Judge System
Question Choices N ％ Mean SD
Finally, is the intro-
duction of the lay
judge system ac-
ceptable for you?
１．Not acceptable. １４１ １２．２０
２．Not very acceptable. ２３８ ２０．５９
３．Cannot decide. ４２２ ３６．５１
４．Acceptable a little. ２８０ ２４．２２
５．Acceptable. ７５ ６．４９
Total １，１５６ １００．００ ２．９２ １．０９
NA ４
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 Civic virtue is the appropriate behavioral criteria or the morals when citizens
associate themselves with a society. In political science, this concept has a pro-
found implication in connection with the history of republicanism. There are
some debates about how to understand civic virtue, and how to measure it as so-
cial attitudes, which will be detailed in another article.
 Though unusual for such a large-scale survey, a preliminary survey before this
survey was omitted, since the implementation of the survey was done shortly af-
ter the grant admission（as already stated, the first survey needed to be com-
pleted before the lay judge system goes into effect）.
Therefore, when designing questionnaire items, as for criminal justice and lay
judge system, Flanagan & Longmire（eds.）（１９９６）, and Wrightsman et al.（２００４）
were referred to. Regarding social attitudes, Robinson et al.（eds.）（１９９１）was
used as reference. Regarding the questions about social attitudes, some questions
were used from Matsumura et al.（２００７a; b）. See Matsumura et al.（２００７a; b）for
details.
	 From among the eight versions of survey forms,“which version to which re-
spondent”was decided in advance in accordance with the order of the sampling
list. Needless to say, the respondents were not informed that there were differ-
ent versions from that of the form delivered to them.
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Appendix１
The scenario and the questions of Q２７
Q２７ The following vignette is about an arson attack, which was tried
by lay judges. Please read this vignette and answer the ques-
tions.
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X is the defendant in a criminal case on a suspicion of arson in
Y’s residence. X was arrested four days after the fire, and in-
dicted by prosecutors. The trial for this attack was held by a
panel of six lay judges, chosen by lot from voters, and three pro-
fessional judges.
Before the trial, the presiding judge offered an explanation to the
six lay judges as follows.
“When the defendant set fire to an inhabited construction and
thus the fire broke out, the defendant is convicted for arson of
inhabited structure. During this trial, the prosecutors will try to
prove the case by presenting evidence and witnesses, while the
defendant and the attorneys will try to deny the prosecutors’
claims with evidence and witnesses. The lay judges’role is to
carefully observe those evidence and witnesses and to find the
truth of the case, which, in this case, means to determine
whether defendant X really set the fire, or not. If the prosecu-
tors have proved that defendant X set fire beyond a reasonable
doubt, the defendant is guilty, while if there is a reasonable
doubt left, the defendant is not guilty. If guilty, you will also de-
cide upon an appropriate sentence.”
《Article》
２１２（７３）
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In this criminal trial, the prosecutor pleaded as follows.
“Defendant X bore an idea of setting a fire on Y’s residence
motivated by hatred that X had kept against Y for a long time.
Defendant X set the back door on fire with some newspapers
dampened with oil at around５:２０in the evening on December
２０th. The fire consequently burnt down Y’s residence. There-
fore, we demand the ten-year sentence for arson of an inhab-
ited structure.”
Defendant X pleaded as follows.
“It is true that I walked by Y’s house around that time. Y has
been always unpleasant to me, so I was going to speak bad
things loudly around his house. I guess the fire was caused be-
cause Y was careless while dealing with an ember. The resi-
dence burned down because it was dry and windy on that
day.”
 Do you think this trial has been easy to follow so far for the lay
judges, chosen by lot from voters？（Make one choice.）
Difficult Rather
difficult
Cannot
decide
Rather
easy
Easy
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
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After the investigations of the evidence and the witnesses pre-
sented for this case of defendant X, the deliberation started. In
this stage, the panel of the six lay judges and the professional
judges discussed if defendant X is guilty for arson of inhabited
structure or not. If X is guilty, the panel also decides upon a sen-
tence.
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The deliberation（discussion）has started.
At the beginning of the deliberation, the presiding judge made a
remark as follows.
“I understand this is the first time for you to attend a criminal
trial as lay judges, and you might feel some confusion about
this. So we, professional judges, would like to give you an out-
look on this trial from the professional judges’point of view as
a starter for further discussion.”
Then, the three professional judges stated their opinions re-
spectively to all the people there. After that, there was a dis-
cussion, where the lay judges asked the professional judges
about their stated views.
 Do you think the lay judges could feel free to speak out their own
opinions？（Make one choice.）
Don’t
think so
Don’t really
think so
Cannot
deicide
Think so
a little
Think so
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Do you think such a procedure of deliberation is fair or not？
（Make one choice.）
Unfair Rather
unfair
Cannot
decide
Rather
fair
Fair
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
The case was deliberated intensively for two days. After the ex-
aminations and discussions on the stated pleadings along with
presented evidence and witnesses from many points of view, the
panel of six civil judges, chosen by lot from voters, and three pro-
fessional judges reached a conclusion and decided the defendant
was not guilty.
《Article》
２１０（７５）
 As a whole, do you think this trial was on the initiative of the pro-
fessional judges or on the initiative of the lay judges？（Make one
choice.）
Definitely on
the initiative of
the professional
judges
Rather on the
initiative of the
professional
judges
Cannot
decide
Rather on the
initiative of the
lay judges
Definitely on
the initiative of
the lay judges
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 How much do you think the opinions of the lay judges were re-
flected in the result of this trial？（Make one choice.）
Not
reflected
Not
reflected
very much
Cannot
decide
Reflected
a little
Reflected
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Do you think the procedure of this trial was fair or not？（Make
one choice.）
Unfair Rather
unfair
Cannot
decide
Rather
fair
Fair
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Was the result of this trial acceptable or not？（Make one
choice.）
Not
acceptable
Not very
acceptable
Cannot
decide
Acceptable
a little
Acceptable
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
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Appendix２
The scenario and the questions of Q２８
Q２８ The following vignette is about a murder case which was tried
by lay judges. Please read the vignette and make the choice
that is closest to your opinion.
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X is the defendant of a hunting rifle shooting case, which oc-
curred around his acquaintance Y’s house. In this incident, Y’s
wife, Z was shot to death.
X was arrested by the police and indicted by prosecutors. The
trial was held by the panel of six lay judges, chosen from vot-
ers, and three professional judges.
For your information, in a murder case, when a defendant
killed a victim with murderous intent, the guilt is established.
Therefore, if the prosecutor has proved that the defendant
killed the victim with murderous intent beyond a reasonable
doubt, the defendant will be found guilty, while if there has
been a reasonable doubt left, the defendant will not be found
guilty.
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In this criminal case, the prosecutor pleaded as follows.
“Defendant X bore a deep grudge against his acquaintance Y,
caused by money trouble, and developed the idea of killing Y.
Defendant X went to Y’s house with his hunting rifle that he
had kept at home with a legal permit, and found Y and his wife
busy gardening. He then aimed at him from behind with the ri-
fle and fired it. But he missed the aim and shot Y’s wife Z in-
stead. Z died shortly after that.
We therefore demand a１６-year sentence for the murder.”
《Article》
２０８（７７）
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Defendant X pleaded as follows.
“When I visited my acquaintance Y at home, he and his wife
were busy gardening as usual. I took out the recently purchased
hunting rifle out of the case to show it to Y, whereupon the rifle
went off by accident. I sincerely regret Z’s death, but I did not in-
tend to kill anyone at all.”
 Which pleading seems more persuasive, defendant X’s or the
prosecutor’s？（Make one choice.）
Defendant X’s
seems more
persuasive
Defendant X’s
seems a little
more persuasive
Cannot
decide
The prosecutors’
seems a little
more persuasive
The prosecutors’
seems more
persuasive
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
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After the examination of the evidence and witnesses, the trial
reached the stage of deliberation, in which the panel of six lay
judges and three professional judges decided if defendant X is
guilty or not, and the sentence if found guilty. During the delib-
eration session, they first discussed whether or not the defen-
dant had a murderous intention. As a result of intensive discus-
sion from various points of view, the professional judges’opin-
ion that X had a murderous intention prevailed in the panel,
and it formed the conclusion.
 Is this conclusion regarding the murderous intention acceptable
or not？（Make one choice.）
Not
acceptable
Not very
acceptable
Cannot
decide
Acceptable
a little
Acceptable
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Do you think it is appropriate that the panel of lay judges and
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professional judges decide whether there was a murderous inten-
tion or not, through discussion？（Make one choice.）
Not
appropriate
Not very
appropriate
Cannot
decide
Appropriate
a little
Appropriate
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
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In the next session of the deliberation（discussion）among the
panel of six lay judges and three professional judges, a profes-
sional judge expressed the opinion as follows.“The fact that X
had a murderous intention toward Y proves that there was the
guilty intent of murdering someone. Therefore, the criminal
homicide toward Z has been established.”On the other hand, a
lay judge expressed the opinion as follows.“Since X did not in-
tend to kill Z, there was not the guilty intention of murdering
Z. Therefore, the criminal homicide toward Z can not be estab-
lished, however, the involuntary homicide can be. Instead, the
attempted murder toward Y, whom X failed to kill, can be es-
tablished.”
As a result of intensive discussion from various points of view,
the professional judges’opinion that the defendant X is guilty
of murdering of Z prevailed on the panel, and it formed the con-
clusion.
 Is this conclusion regarding what crime defendant X committed
acceptable or not?
Not
acceptable
Not very
acceptable
Cannot
decide
Acceptable
a little
Acceptable
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Do you think it is appropriate that a deliberation（discussion）by
a panel of six lay judges and three professional judges decide
what crime defendant X is to be charged with？（Make one
《Article》
２０６（７９）
choice.）
Not
appropriate
Not very
appropriate
Cannot
decide
Appropriate
a little
Appropriate
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
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The panel of six lay judges, chosen from voters, and three pro-
fessional judges reached a conclusion that the defendant X is
guilty of murdering Z.
In the following session to decide an appropriate sentence, the
opinions were split. The lay judges, chosen from voters, recom-
mended a１５-year sentence, while the professional judges rec-
ommended a １０-year sentence. They did not reach an agree-
ment easily.
After an intensive discussion from various points of view, the
professional judges’opinion that the１０-year sentence is appro-
priate prevailed in the panel, and it formed the conclusion.
 Is the conclusion regarding an appropriate sentence toward de-
fendant X acceptable or not？（Make one choice.）
Not
acceptable
Not very
acceptable
Cannot
decide
Acceptable
a little
Acceptable
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
 Do you think it is appropriate that a panel of lay judges and pro-
fessional judges decides a sentence toward defendant X？（Make
one choice.）
Not
appropriate
Not very
appropriate
Cannot
decide
Appropriate
a little
Appropriate
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
In the end, I would like to ask you about this trial as a whole.
	 Do you think the deliberation（the discussion among the lay
judges and the professional judges）of this criminal trial of defen-
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dant X is reliable as a whole?
Not reliable Not very
reliable
Cannot
decide
Reliable
a little
Reliable
１ ２ ３ ４ ５

 If you were in the situation of defendant X, which trial would you
choose, a trial by lay judges or a trial by professional judges
alone?
A trial by
lay judges
Maybe a trial
by lay judges
Cannot
decide
Maybe a trial by
professional
judges alone
A trial by
professional
judges alone
１ ２ ３ ４ ５
《Article》
２０４（８１）
